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ABSTRACT
The concept that the Great Plains environment has
altered or repelled basic institutions of the society which
settled the region is examined in this thesis by means of
evaluation of the initial settlement patterns in an area of
east-central North Dakota.

The thesis seeks to identify

differences in the traditional or chosen exploitive practices
of distinct ethnic or national groups within a sample of
Euro-American and American Indian settlers, by means of
examination of the ecological sub-zones chosen by each group
for settlement locations.

The non-ecological historical

factors of railroad construction, relative time of settlement,
and influences of the Indian agents are also considered in
evaluating the causes and implications of the settlement
patterns.
Initial settlement of the study area began in 1867 with
the establishment of the Devils Lake Sioux Reservation.
Indian settlers on the reservation initially occupied territ
ories concentric to band and family settlements, and developed
economic self-sufficiency through communal subsistence gar
dening.

The resident Indian agents encouraged adoption

)f

an export economy based on wheat production, however, and by
the mid-1880's subsistence crops were only a negligible
portion of all crops grown.

Dichotomy of opinion within

the United States government about Indian policy contributed

viii

to the variety of ecological zones included in the individual
Indian allotment settlements established after 1890.
Euro-American settlement locations also included a
variety of ecological zones suitable for several kinds of
agricultural exploitation.

Comoarison of the settlement

locations of the ethnic or national grouts indicates that
settlers who originated in the least industrialized nations
were most inclined to choose lands suitable for subsistence
or diversified exploitation, and settlers from Canada and the
British Isles were most inclined to choose land suitable
for export grain production.
.’X

The settlers who were most

knowledgeable about the American frontier and economic tradi
tions were apparently influenced strongly in their choice of
settlement locations by considerations of land value apprec
iation and exploitation through sale of the land itself.

XX

CHAPTER I
Introduction

t

The historical truth that becomes apparent
in the end is that the Great Plains have bent
and molded Anglo-American life, have destroyed
traditions, and have influenced institutions
in a most singular manner.
The C-reat Plains
offered such a contrast to the region east of
the ninety-eighth meridian, the region with
which American civilization had been familiar
until about 184G, as to bring about a marked
change in the ways of pioneering and living.
As one contrasts the civilization of the
Great Plains with that of the eastern timberland, one sees what may be called an institu
tional fault (comparable to a geologic fault)
running from middle Texas to Illinois or Dakota,
roughly following the ninety-eighth meridian.
At this fault the ways of life and living
changed.
Practically every institution that
was carried across it was either broken and
remade or else greatly altered.
The ways of
travel, the weapons, the method of tilling
the soil, the plows and other agricultural
implements, and even the laws were modified.
•-.
<
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Walter Prescott Webb published the above passage in 1931

in his classic work on the human settlement of the Great
• ,.,, '.
,r
.
■<«V
•/. .
Plains.
The thesis of Webb's work, and most historians who
have followed him in writing of the region, was that the
permanent Euro-American occupation of the treeless plains
was largely an unfortunate extension westward of humid-area
agricultural practices and social patterns.

The semi-arid

environment of the region demanded certain technological
adjustments to humid-^rea practices, such as the windmill
and barbed wire, and a short-lived open-range cattle in
dustry existed in many parts of the region that was foreign
to humid-area agricultural experience.

In the main, however,

the settlement of the Great Plains was based on an economy
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of small farming uni .s due to persistent habits of the
settlers and legal provisions that favored the establish
ment of small intensive farming units in an environment
better suited to relatively fewer and more extensive
operational units.

The retention of humid-area concepts

by both settler and government led first to widespread
failure of the farm units, and later to the adaptation or
abandonment of the old concepts and institutions.
Webb's thesis came under attack from a number of
sources, but most cogently and stingingly from historian
2
Fred A. Shannon,
Shannon not only took strong issue with
the evidence, or lack of evidence, in The Great Plains,
but also with the regional generalizations of culture and
geography that Webb had drawn from his experience in Texas.
Shannon demonstrated that the region was far more diverse
geographically and climatically than Webb had admitted, and
that many of the institutions and technological features
that Webb had found unique to the Great Plains were also
present in the eastern humid areas.

Shannon did not dis

agree with Webb's contention that the large-scale settlement

Walter Prescott Webb, The Great Plains (New York: Ginn and
Company, 1931), p. 8 and passim.
Carl Frederick Kraenzal,
The Great Plains in Transition (Norman.- University of Okla
homa Press, 1955), p. 6 and passim.
Elwyn B. Robinson,
History of North Dakota (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press , 1966) , p . T F T .
2

Fred A. Shannon, "An Appraisal of Walter Prescott Webb s
The Great Plains. A Study in Institutions and Environment,"
Critiques of Research in the Social Sciences III (New York:
Social Science Research Council , 1940), p p . 1-106.

of the Great Plains had been undertaken with mal-adaptive
humid-area concepts, nor with the contention that the Great
Plains environment had molded and rejected some humid-area
institutions and practices, but his criticism pointed out
that the environmentally-influenced institutions unique to
the region had not yet been defined.
The agreement between Webb and Shannon, that the Great
Plains environment has influenced the alteration or rejec
tion of humid-area institutions that were imposed on the
region in the early Euro-American settlement period, has been
joined by other historians and cultural geographers of the
region.

Carl F. Kraenzel in 1955 published The Great Plains

in Transition, in which he attempted to identify the mal
adaptive humid-area institutions and practices that had been
active on the plains, and to identify specific environmen
tally related responses to those mal-adaptations.

Kraenzel

repeated much of Webb's work, with better documentation, and
concentrated on the problems of governmental organization in
a sparsely populated land, unworkable land and credit policies,
and the internal fractionalization of the society of the
region due to identification of groups with differing non
plains interests.

Each of these multi-faceted problems

originated in the early settlement years, and each grew out
of the confrontation of humid-area institutions with the
plains environment or the speed with which parts of the
region were settled.

4
Kraenzel developed the idea that in order for c i v i l i 
zation to survive and prosper on the plains, all matters
and functions of the society must contain elements of flexibility, mobility, and reserves.

Such elements were not

prominent in the humid-area practices of the early settle
ment era and were at any rate very difficult to attain due
to the physical environment of the plains and the dependent
status of the region on exterior market and supply networks.
Kraenzel, like Webb and others, failed to address fully
the possibility that adaptive strategies other than openrange ranching and intensive agriculture were available to
initial Euro-American settlers, and that the alternatives
contained one or more of the elements that Kraenzel found
vital.

Adaptive strategies are characteristics of groups

or individuals that allow or facilitate the continued occu
pation of particular environments.

Such strategies are

primarily concerned with the acquisition of the basics of
life, but may also extend to the spatial organization of a
population and control of the population size when subsistence
resources are critically limited or when defense and distriDution of rare resources are important considerations.

The

adaptive strategy or strategies of a particular group contain
and reflect one or more exploitive strategies, which are the
nethods by which individuals or the group as a whole convert
elements of the environment into subsistence bases.
^Kraenzel, p p . 324-346
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Four major adaptive strategies other than blanket in
tensive cropping agriculture were either tried on the plains
or were part of the cultural heritage of the Euro-American
settlers: large-group diffusion, oasis settlement, smallpopulation diffusion, and small group subsistence settlement.
The first of these strategies included an economy based on
the hunting of game and the gathering of noncultivated fruits
and seeds, and was typical of such early historic Indian
groups of the plains region as the Dakota, Cheyenne, and
Crow.

This kind of economy was highly dependent on often

limited local resources, and therefore required a variety
of local environments over a large territory.

The diffusion

of the populations of these societies was limited in historic
times, however, by need of trade, social organizations, and
organization for defense or offense against other groups
competing for the same subsistence resources.

The popula

tions of the large-group diffusion cultures were mobile as
units, and were concentrated in a small number of locations
according to season and local resources.

From these islands

of population issued the exploitive efforts for the entire
area.
A similar pattern, known as "oasis civilization" began
development on the Great Plains and other arid regions of the
Fest shortly after the initial wave of Euro-American settle
ment had spread over the regions, and was based primarily on
4

the distribution of goods and services at key locations.
4James D. Bennett, "Oasis Civilization in the Great Plains,"
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Like aboriginal diffusion, the oasis population actualLv
inhabited only a small portion of the territory exploited,
and the population was in effect an urban society.

Although

the oasis pattern was influenced by environmental factors,
it was essentially a cultural phenomenon because of the
nearly total integration of the local exploitive efforts in
a national multi-regional economy.

That is, the territory

was exploited for commodities of commercial value in the
national economy, which commodities were collected at and
transported from the oasis locations.

The oasis strategy

was quite different from Euro-American settlement patterns
in more humid areas of the continent where distribution of
the population was much more uniform over the available
territory and the economy was based on relatively small
agricultural units that supply local markets.

The humid-area

pattern was supported by an environment that topographically
favored small operational units and climatically allowed more
intensive methods of land use than did the Great Plains en
vironment.

The oasis pattern was fostered and reinforced by

the culturally-based desire for goods and services not gen
erally available or producible within the plains area.
A third possible adaptive strategy for Great Plains
settlement was the widespread permanent diffusion of a small
population over a large territory.

The free-range cattle

Great Plains Journal (Lawton, Kan.: Great Plains Historical
Association, 1967) , Vol. 7, p p . 26-32. Walter Prescott Webb,
"The American West: Perpetual Mirage," Harpers Magazine 214
(May 1957):25-31.
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industry of the period 1850-1890 was probably the epitome of
this kind of diffusion occupation, and the pattern has sur
vived to some degree in the more arid areas of the plains in
the form of extensive and widely-scattered ranching units.
Like the oasis settlement, the small-group diffusion economy
was dependent on external national markets, and was there
fore not self-sufficient.

The large territories available

in the early settlement era allowed both mobility and re
serves for the production base, but the requirement of such
large territories involved the defense of the lands from
competing land use interests, somewhat like the aboriginal
defense of occupation areas against competing groups.

The

principal competition in land use in the Great Plains has
been between the extensive units with low per-acre production
and intensive smaller units with relatively high per-acre
production of cereal grains.

It is the intensive type of

agriculture that historians from Webb onward have identified
as being the key humid-area practice in the mal-adaption of
Euro-American settlement on the plains.
Cash-crop production of grains and range cattle produc
tion are not necessarily exclusive operations, however, and
a combination of the two exploitive strategies may be highly
conducive to economic stability within an operational unit.
Although both strategies are dependent to a large degree on
external market factors, a mixed-base operational unit may
forestall failure of the operation through prolonged periods

8
of adverse climatic conditions.

For example, a unit with

such a base might be able to survive a period of drought in
which the tillage base is completely non-productive, but the
extensive livestock base continues to produce an exportable
commodity.

In such an instance both the livestock and the

territory would become reserves that would not have been
available to a relatively small unit with an exclusive till
age base.
Geographic and climatic differences within the Great
Plains may also have strongly influenced the choice of a
mixed exploitive strategy, and this strategy would have had
strongest appeal in those areas in which the risks to the
tillage base were the most pronounced.

Because of the usual

high return per acre of tillage exploitation, a mixed base
operation must have included some territory that was rela
tively undesirable for crop production.

Less than full

tillage of land suitable for cash crop production during
periods of favorable climatic and market conditions would
have been a considerable limitation of potential prosperity
to a unit with an export production base.

Limited either by

legal restrictions for the procurement of lands or by the
rising price of lands that had been previously claimed,
settlers in areas of differing soils and land forms faced a
distinct decision of what their future exploitive strategy
would be and whether they would seek maximum export returns
or a more flexible and resilient economy.

9
An environment with a variety of lands suitable and un
suitable for crop production would also have had strong
appeal, to settlers who intended to operate a subsistence or
essentially non-exporting unit.

An adaptive strategy of

this kind on the Great Plains would have required relatively
well-watered garden lands and sources of fuel and building
materials, as well as less well-watered territories for grain
and stock production.

A group attempting to apply this

adaptive strategy on the plains would have necessarily been
relatively small in population due to the limited areas of
the region that pontained the requisite resources, and also
would have been largely non-mobile due to the demands of its
relatively intensive exploitive efforts.

Although an economy

of this kind might be better able to withstand short periods
of hostile climatic conditions than would a cash-crop export
ing economy, the reserves available to the exporting economy
in the form of credit from non-plains sources would likely
not be available to the subsistence operators.
exploitive operation,

in

A subsistence

the purest sense, could neither

borrow nor repay external reserves without alteration of the
exploitive base to some form of export production.
It is with the stereotype of the subsistence operation
in mind that historians have projected the extension of
humid-area institutions and practices onto the Great Plains,
by dwelling on the small size of the typical plains settle
ment operation and the almost total absence of reserves ,

10
flexibility and nobility.

While it cannot be denied that the

environmental requirements for the subsistence economy were
much better met in the humid areas to the east of the Great
Plains, it has not been shown that the bulk of the initial
settlers intended to exploit the plains region in a subsis
tence manner.

Nor has it been shown by historians that those

persons or groups who attempted subsistence occupation of the
Great Plains had previously been engaged in subsistence ex
ploitation of more humid areas, whether in the United States
or elsewhere.
The concept of pure subsistence exploitation, exclusive
of any export production, in the midst of a capitalistic
society of the nineteenth century may itself need refinement.
A successful subsistence exploitation unit would have pro
duced at least a small surplus of subsistence items, which
commodities would then have been disposed of by sale if
markets were avilable.

An example of this situation was the

conversion in backwoods areas of the Eastern States of
surplus corn and other grains into alcohol, and the eventual
exportation of some of that product to other areas.

Fred

Shannon, in his criticism of Webb's work, also showed that at
least one facet of humid-area agriculture, beef-cattle pro
duction, had always included a large-scale export industry.
The common factor that Shannon seems to have found between
the humid-area beef industry and that of the Great Plains
was that in all cases the production of large herds preceded

11
the dense agricultural settlement of those are:

. J

It was

fundamentally a frontier phenomenon.
The choice of one or more of the possible adaptive and
exploitive strategies by settlers entering the Great Plains
would have been influenced to no small degree by the avail
ability of preferred environmental zones, and the extent of
capital investment necessary to obtain an
needed territories.

It was not possible

improve the
for example, for

the settlers to find large contiguous areas suitable for sub
sistence exploitation due to the general lack of timber and
the narrow ribbons of naturally well-watered lands adjacent
to stream beds.

However, a relatively few small subsistence

operations could have thrived in these valleys.
would it have been possible for

Neither

former subsistence operator,

or anyone else with very limited capital, to gain ownership
to extensive territories nece
raising exploitation if thos
able for cash-crop production.

ary for the diffuse stockterritories were highly suit
It was implied by Webb and

stated directly by Kraenzel that the typical Great Plains
settler was a man of little means, who generally remained
such throughout his tenancy on the plains.

The operation of

an extensive diffuse unit might have been possible, however,
if the settler chose tc gain title to or use less valuable
lands to the limit of his legal and financial capabilities.
^Shannon, p p . 69-77.
Shannon's purpose was to show that the
open-range cattle industry was not unique to the Great Plains.
^Kraenzel, p. 139.

Webb, The Great Plains , pp. 391-403.
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The legal restrictions, geography, and financial back
ground of the settlers were not the only factors that could
have influenced the choice of adaptive strategies and terri
tories.

Each settler or group also brought with them a

particular cultural background, including traditional ex
ploitive practices and preferences for social organization.
Settlers brought to the Great Plains experiences gained, not
only in the humid lands of the United States, but also in
the prairies and in many foreign nations with climates,
agricultural customs and social systems different from both
the humid areas and the Great Plains of the United States.
The consideration of the cultural diversity of the plains
settlement, and the recognition that the motivations of
plains settlers cannot be generalized so easily as Webb did
'l

;

.

'

f

'*

in mantling them with humid-area institutions and practices,
leads to the questioning of Webb's underlying premises.
Does an environment determine the adaptive strategies of a
society; and, if so, can recent immigrant settlers from the
Ukraine and third-generation Americans from Ohio or New York
be expected to react alike to the same Great Plains environ
ment?

Are there cultural factors to the successful and un

successful adaptations to the plains environment, in addition
to the well-known technological factors?
Louis Wirth, in speaking of the differences of adapta
tions by peoples to the same environment, expounded on the
need to consider other variables than had Webb in The Great

13
Plains.

Wirth proposed that the environmental determination

of Webb's work be expanded into the form of study known as
environmental possibilism.
. . . we no longer can be satisfied with a
simple theory of one-to-one correspondence,
viz., given this particular natural set of
conditions, we wiil have these particular
social or cultural consequences. The fallacy
in it is the fact that men make an active
adjustment to their environment; they select
certain things to react to. They define
their problems in a certain way, conditioned
by their adaptive intelligence.
. . . We
must keep this newer viexv in mind . . . that
is, although there is no such thing as a
deterministic relationship between the
habitat and culture, nevertheless a condiy
tioning relationship exists between them . '
Historical factors with little direct connection with
either the cultural heritage of the settlers or the environ
ment of the Great Plains might also significantly influence
adaptive and exploitive strategies of a particular area.
Tides of immigration of groups from nations with differing
environments, such as Germans from South Russia and ScotsIrish from Eastern Canada, did not always occur simulta
neously.

Those ethnic groups who arrived in the United

States at a time before the major settlement of the plains
began were immersed for a time in the culture, economy and
environment of the humid states, and so came into contact,
if not familiarity, with the dominant market system, land
laws, and other features of the economy in the United States.
The German-Russian immigration reached its height at the
7Louis Wirth in Shannon, Critiques of Research, pp. 183-184.

time when virtually all of the humid-area territories had
been claimed, leaving only the semi-arid and arid plains to
be settled.

This group generally did not experience a period

of assimilation or acculturation before settling on the Great
Plains, and the cultural traits of these people, including
their architecture, religion, and social organization, re
mained visible and active long after other ethnic groups had
melted into the general population.
The construction of railroads into different areas of
the region was also a non-cultural, non-environmental factor
in the plains settlement.

Large-scale settlement of the

region generally awaited the construction of rail lines, and
railroads were therefore a far more crucial technological
factor for settlement than were barbed wire or the windmill.
Unlike other technical innovations, the locations of rail
roads actively influenced the location of a sizable portion
of the settlement population.

Settlement in the Great Plains

generally spread as a ribbon along the rail routes in a
pattern known as "sutland-yonland" settlement, with locations
near rail lines becoming supply and export centers for out
lying areas.^
The presence of railroads benefitted the different ex
ploitation strategies to different degrees.

The ease of im

portation of goods and exportation of produce from areas

®A.H. Anderson, ''Space as a Social Cost", Journal of Farm
Economics 32 (August 1950) :411-430.
KraenzeT, p .204.
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relatively close to rail lines favored development of an ex
port exploitation, whether in the form of intensive cashcrop horticulture or diffused stock production.

Conversely,

railroads offered little benefit to subsistence exploitive
efforts other than transportation of settlers into the area,
actually a negative influence on the subsistence operations
in the form of competition from export-exploitive interests
for particularly attractive territories with easy access to
the rail lines.

The desirability of these territories for

export exploitation was reflected in the general ribbon-like
configuration of population location and in a higher per-acre
value than accrued to similar lands away from the rail lines.
The same costs and legal requirements for claiming lands were
incurred wherever settlement was made, except in railroad
grant lands, and therefore settlement in close proximity to
a railroad was generally a superior investment.
By the time the settlement of the Great Plains began,
railroad transportation had become an accepted and important
factor in the economy of the United States, France, Great
Britain, and eastern Canada.

This type of transportation had

not yet become an important factor in the economic or social
organization of nations in northern and eastern Europe, fiom
which originated many of the immigrant settlers of the Great
Plains.

The different influences of the railroad on the many

settlement groups and their adaptive strategies has not been
addressed in the major works about the settlement of the
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Great Plains.
This thesis will examine the initial settlement patterns
of one area of the Great Plains in light of the ethnic and
cultural background of the settlers . environmental features
of the study area, the influence of railroads in choice of
settlement locations, and other historical factors that may
have influenced or altered the free choice of territories
and exploitive strategies by the settlers.

The settlement

patterns to be considered occurred during the period 1867
through 1900 within an area of over 1,200,000 acres near
Devils Lake in north-central North Dakota.

Settlement groups

within this area included native American Indians, as well as
foreign-born and American-born immigrants to the Great Plains
environment.
The study area lies in a transition zone between the
Prairie Plains and the Great Plains proper, and the study
area exhibits a wider range of ecological zones than do most
arid areas of the Great Plains.

Despite these obvious

limitations to the development of models and inferences for
the whole Great Plains region, the variety of landforms in
the study area allows examination of the preferred adaptive
strategies of several settlement groups within a single area,
as indicated by choices of settlement location in differing
ecological zones.

The environmental hazards common to the

Great Plains region were present in the study area during
the initial settlement period, and therefore the patterns of
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settlement and exploitive strategies employed by the initial
settlers of the study area are pertinent to an examination
of underlying assumptions of Walter Prescott Webb and others
about environmental-cultural relationships on the Great
Plains.

f
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CHAPTER II
Limitations and Resources of the Physical Enviroment
The Devils Lake region of north-central North Dakota
was at the onset of settlement an area of gently contrasting
topography and ground cover, including broad prairies,
densely wooded slopes of abruptly-rising hills and small
river valleys, and the wooded and unwooded shores of semi
fresh lakes and ponds.

The occurence in a region of the

semi-arid Great Plains of two large water bodies, Devils
Lake and Stump Lake, and relatively large stands of native
timber near the lakes gave the area an oasis appearance.
The abundant water and vegetation resources supported large
numbers of waterfowl, bison, elk, bear, beaver, fish and
\

v;

'j.

" -i •

other game in prehistoric and early historic times.
Devils Lake and Stump Lake lie at the southern and
terminal end of the Devils Lake Basin, a closed inland drain
age.

When surveyed in June, 1883, Devils Lake was an irregu

lar body of water twenty-four miles long and up to seven
miles wide.

A shoreline estimated to be 180 miles in total

length enclosed about 125 square miles. ^

Stump Lake was a

smaller, Z-shaped body to the east of Devils Lake, extending
about ten miles east to west and eight miles north to south.

Harold E. Simpson, "Physiography of Devils-Stumt Lake
Region, North Dakota," Sixth Biennial Report (Bismarck:
North Dakota Geological Survey , 1912.) , p ." ll4. Harold E.
Babcock, "Historical Geography of Devils Lake, North Dakota"
(Masters thesis, University of Washington, 1952), p. 14.
lb
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The northern part of the drainage basin was a broad plain
interspersed with fresh and alkaline lakes and sloughs.

The

plain exhibited very little topographical relief other than
several low rolling ridges,

and there was very little natural

w7oodland except on the northern shore of Devils Lake.
The area to the south of the two large lakes included a
variety of topographic features ranging from high-relief
wooded ridges to extensive flat, sandy prairies.

Nearly all

of this area was drained by the Sheyenne River, which coursed
in a generally west to east direction some eight to fifteen
miles to the south of the Devils Lake Basin.

The Sheyenne,

which had its source to the west of Devils Lake and drains
into the Red River of the North and eventually into Hudson's
Bay, was a shallow and slow-moving stream much of the year,
but its water was fresh and its narrow valley contained all
of the qualities of the Devils-Stump Lakes area in smaller
proportion.

The James or Dakota River, which drains into

the Missouri River and eventually into the Gulf of Mexico,
also coursed through the southwestern corner of the study
area.

The James River Valley contained little timber in the.

study area, but was otherwise like the valley of the Sheyenne
at the time of initial settlement.
The Devils Lake area is within a topographic region known
as the "Drift Prairie," which is a rolling plain formed pri
marily by the stagnation and retreat of continential glaciers.
Successive glaciation during the Pleistocene Epoch buried
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pre-glacial topographies more than three hundred feet below
O
the historic surface.
Due to the depth at which ore-bearing
or quarriable base rock was buried, the economic geology of
the study area was very limited for the initial settlers.
The most significant geological resources were sand, gravel
and surface and ground water.
Local lenses of fine clay associated with lake basins
were a source of material for the manufacture of bricks and
local brick industries develoned in association with nearly
every townsite established in the Devils Lake area between
1868 and 1900.

The local clays contained an undesirably high

content of limestone, however, which resulted in bricks that
would disintegrate over a period of time if exposed to moisture.J

The production of limestone for use as a component in

2john P. Bluemle, Guide to the Geology of North-Central North
Dakota (Grand Forks: North Dakota Geological'Survey, 1975) 7”
p7 1~. J^e S. Downey, Ground Water Resources, Nelson and
Walsh Counties, North Dakota, North Dakota Geological Survey
Bulletin 57, Part 3 (Grand Forks: North Dakota Geological
Survey, 1973), p p . 8-10. Henry Trapp, Jr., Geology and
Ground Water Resources of Eddy and Foster Counties , North
Dakota~ North Dakota Geological Survey Bulletin 44, Part 3
(Grand Forks: North Dakota Geological Survey, 1968), p p . 8-9.
Elwyn B. Robinson, History of North Dakota (Lincoln: Univer
sity of Nebraska Press, 1966), p p . 2-4.
3Babcock, p. 14. Charles DeNoyer, "The History of Fort Totten,"
Collections 3 (Bismarck: State Historical Society of North
Dakota, 1910), p. 188. Mildred Wertenberger, "Fort Totten,
Dakota Territory, 1867", North Dakota History 34 (June 1967),
p. 130. The Record (Fargo^ N .D .) December 1902, Vol. 8,
No. 2; March 1903, Vol. 8, No. 3. "Bison Trail", Lake Guide
(Devils Lake, N.D.: Ness Press, July 1974), d . 3
Jacob
Geritz, interview conducted ir T n1 ot
.tajt 17, 19 /- .
— n :c Kirk, interview conducted in the Devils Lake, N.D. ,
vicinity, July^ 24, 1975. Donald Konzak, interview conducted
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masonry mortar and plaster was also a small-scale pioneer
industry in at least nine locations in the immediate Devils
Lake vicinity.

Limestone boulders associated with glacial

drift were available in large numbers along the shores of
the lake, and were kilned or burned in wood-fired pits to
produce the building material.

All of the lime kilns and

brickyards produced materials for local markets and primarily
in response to the needs of specific building projects.

The

two pioneer industries never became of major importance to
the economy of the Devils Lake area, and they did not sur
vive the passing of the early settlement era.
The failure of these two industries to grow beyond
production for local markets was in part due to the restrictv.y- ''
ed availability of local fuel.
The Devils Lake area con
tained no minable coal deposits, and therefore area indus
tries could only utilize the available wood resources for
fuel.

The timber sources, which were extensive only in

relation to the generally treeless region, were most1,
*
in the Devils Lake, N.D., vicinity
' l y o, 1976.
Geritz,
Kirk and Konzak own and o c c u p y the .rir.er townsites of
Wamduska, Odessa, and the first site of Grand Harbor.
^Usher L. Burdick, "Recollections and Reminiscences of
Grahar
Island", North Dakota History 16 (August 1949),
p. 114. DeNoyer, P . 204. West End News, May 3, 1884,
Files of the Federal Writers Project, State Historical Soc
iety of North Dakota, Bismarck.
Ole Bryn, interview conduc
ted at rural M.innewaukan, N.D., July 14, 1976. Fred Sharbono,
interview conducted at rural Devi.ls Lake, N.D., June 29, 1976.
Bryn and Sharbono own the sites of pioneer lime kilns at
Grand Harbor and Grahams Island, respectively.
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located within the Devils Lake Sioux Reservation or the
Military Wood Reserve on the north shore of Devils Luke.
The Military Wood Reserve was established in 187 • by
Executive Order to insure a ready supply of fuel and lumber
for Fort Totten, a military post established near the south
shore of Devils Lake in 1867.

Settlers were not allowed to

remove wood from the Reserve except during the severe winter
of 1890 when many settlers xvere destitute of fuel or the
funds to purchase fuel.

Non-Indians were not allowed to

remove wood from the Reservation, and wood-cutting became a
major source of income for Indian residents of the Reserva
tion .^
The demands in the early settlement era for both cut
lumber and fuel made wooded areas highly attractive as a
source of revenue for Euro-American settlers as well, and
between 1883 and 1890 nearly all of the non-reserved timber
had been cut.

As early as July, 1882, Territorial Governor

N. G. Ordway had urged the Secretary of the Interior to ex
tend the limits of the Military Reserve in order to preserve
the timber and to "thwart the purpose of paid squatters who
were holding large tracts of it for unwarranted combinations."
Apparently by the time the Secretary of War, under whose
jurisdiction was the Military Reserve, could act, the lands
had already been claimed by settlers.
^DeNoyer, p . 207.
^U.S., Congress, Senate, Sen.Ex.Doc. 74, 53rd Cong., 3rd
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Although the mineral and fuel resources of the Devils
Lake region were restrictive of pioneer industry, the land
scape itself offered a variety of features with different
use potentials.

The topography of the region is almost

wholly of Pleistocene origin, and reflects several aspects
of glacial activity including depositional features such as
the hills to the south of Devils Lake, outwash channels from
the ancient Devils Lake into the Sheyenne River trench, and
sandy plains.

Glacial surface features correspond to soils

zones and natural vegetation zones and, therefore, these
features are indicators of possible successful exploitations
of the respective areas.
The dominant soil group of the region is the Chernozems,
which includes black soils typical of subhumid grassland en
vironments and highly fertile for crop production.

Maximum

development of Chernozem soils requires a tail-grass vege
tation on well to moderately well drained slopes of from 1
to 12 percent gradient.

All soils in the study area are

associated with the Chernozem group, but local variations in
parent material, relief, or drainage have resulted in 76
known soils or soil combinations with distinctive character
istics including suitability to tillage crop production,
range livestock production, and wildlife habitat.'7
Sess., 1895, p. 4. DeNoyer, p. 195.
P. B. Rognlie, "Fort
Totten Indian Reservation", Files of the Federal Writers
Project, State Historical Society of North Dakota, Bismarck,
p . 47 .
. W. Omodt, G. A. Johnsgard, D. D. Patterson, and 0. P.
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Ideal conditions for tillage-crop exploitation are
nearly level topography, well-drained loams and sand loam
soils, and a sub-soil that is neither impermeable nor superpermeable to moisture percolation.

In general, these con

ditions are met in areas of ground moraine and outwash
deposits to the north, east and southeast of Devils Lake.
Pockets of good to excellent cropland also occur in the area
from Devils Lake southward to the limit of the study area
in central Eddy County, but large portions of this area are
of medium suitability to total unsuitability for tillagecrop production.
Soil zones of low suitability for tillage production
are most often associated with high-relief end or lateral
moraines, eskers, kames, and the meltwater valleys of the
James and Sheyenne Rivers.

High local relief is not con-

ducive to the development of deep rich soils, due to erosion
and rapid moisture loss, and is less amenable to mechanized
tillage than is a more gentle topography.

Two partial ex

ceptions to the high-relief, low-suitability rule are the

Olson, The Major Soils of North Dakota, Agricultural Experi
ment Station Bulletin No"! 2+72 (Fargo: North Dakota State
University, 1968), p. 15. D. D. Patterson, G. A. Johnsgard,
M. D. Sweeney, and H. W. Omodt, Soil Survey Report--County
General Soils Maps, North Dakota, Agricultural Experiment
Station Bulletin No! 473 (Fargo: North Dakota State Univer
sity, 1968), p p . 13-119.
’’General Soil Map Benson County,"
"Genei'al Soil Map Eddy County," "General Soil Map Nelson
County," "General Soil Map Ramsey County," (Fargo: Agricul
tural Experiment Station, North Dakota State University,
1963).
Robert M. Wright and Michael D. Sweeney, Soil Survey
of Eddy County and Parts of Benson and Nelson Counties,'
North Dakota (Fargo: National Cooperative Soil Survey, 1971),
pp. 130-135.
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Buse-Lamour and Buse-Walsh-Ludden associations, which occur
in ribbon-like areas within the Sheyenne River Valley.
These soils are on slopes that are Doth steeply sloping and
nearly level, and are very poor to unsuitable for tillage
except on footslopes where they are excellent for tillage.
Because any quarter-section containing either of these two
associations is likely to contain some unsuitable high-relief
territory, these two soils are considered as untillabie in
their entirety (see Figure 1).
Other zones of unsuitable soils occur in flat-toundulating topographies, as the result of alkaline accumu
lation in closed ponds or lakes.

The occurence of heavy

salt content in surface water is especially noticeable in
Devils Lake, Stump Lake, and in the relatively flat area to
the north of Devils Lake.

In 1839 explorers of the Jean

Nicollet-John C. Fremont party named the entire study area
8
the "Salt Water Region."
Other isolated zones of unsuit
able soils occur as a result of sandy parent material, which
allows only limited moisture retention, and as a result of
highly defined clacium-carbonate subsoil layer which creates
a seasonal water table.

In times of unusually wet seasons,

the upper soil may be saturated.
The suitability of soil zones to tillage exploitation
g

Donald Jackson and Mary Lee Spence, eds., The Expeditions
of John Charles Fremont, 2 Vols. (Chicago: University of
Illinois Press! 19701! I: Map portfolio; first published
by J. N. Nicollet in 1842 as "Hydrological Basin of the
Upper Missouri."
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does not always extend to suitability for range animal pro
duction or wildlife habitat.

Although nearly all of the

study area is rated good-to-excellent for pasturage, and
soils zones of high tillage suitability are always of high
pasture suitability, there are several zones that are much
better suited to pasture utilization.

Loamy-sand Hecla

soils are poor-to-fair for tillage purposes due to low
moisture capacity, but are excellent for pasture.

Fresh

water marshes are also unsuitable for tillage, but excellent
for pasture when dry.

In general, however, the zones that

are better suited to pasture utilization than tillage are
located in relatively high-relief areas that are not heavily
wooded.

The

choice of a settler to claim high-relief and

marshland zones at a time when suitable tillage lands were
available would be an obvious indication of the settler's
exploitive intent.
Soils zones highly suitable for tillage exploitation
did not usually contain stands of timber or brush.

Areas

that did contain wood in the early settlement era correspond
closely to soils zones highly suitable for habitat for exq

ploitive wildlife.

Virtually all of the study area was

habitat for some forms of wildlife, but those zones that
were the best primary habitat for deer, elk, and fur-bearing
animals were in the portions of moraine belts and river9
9

U.S., Department of the Interior, General Land Office,
Survey plots of T.149-164W, R.59-67W. (Huron, Dakota Terri
tory, 1875, 1878, 1881, 1883, 1887), State Water Commission
of North Dakota, Bismarck.
Wright et.al, p p . 130-135.
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valleys that contained both timber and fresh water.
Alexander Henry, trader for the North West Company, found
in 1801 that in the Devils Lake-Sheyenne River area "Beavers
are more numerous than elsewhere; grizzly bears are to be
seen in droves; and it may be called the nursery of buffalo
and red d e er."^

The same area supported large herds of elk

or wapite, one herd of which contained over fifty-two animals
in the Sheyenne Valley in 1865.

Elk were killed near Devils

Lake as late as 1 8 8 6 . ^
The crop-productive prairies also produced wildlife,
principally the bison and American pronghorn or antelope,
in large numbers in prehistoric and early historic times.
Huge herds of bison migrated over the area, and were hunted
by Indians for subsistence and by Met is-.*in the period 18201865 for sale to the Hudson Bay Comoany.

One Metis party

in 1840 reportedly included 1,200 carts and 1,630 persons,
and killed 2,500 buffalo in two days of hunting.

Because

Elliott Coues, ed., New Light on the History of the Old
Northwest: The Manuscript Journals 'of Alexander Henry and
David Thompson, 1799-1814 (Minneapolis: Ross and Haines,

T55S77T f e ;---------------11

L.K. Raymond, "Over Dakota Plains, 1865", North Dakota
Historical Quarterly 2 (October, 1928), p p . 222-223.
Burdick,
tT. 29.
12

J. Wesly Bond, Minnesota and its Resources (Chicago: Keen
and Lee, 1856), p7 328.
Jackson and Spence, I: 63-66.
Alexander Ross, The Red River Settlement: Its Rise, Progress
and Present State (Minneapolis 1 Foss and Haines') 1957) , p p .
245-264, reprinted from London: Smith, Elder and Co. , 1856.
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of the heavy hunting and possibly also due to adverse
climatic conditions, the bison herds had disappeared from
the Devils Lake area by the winter of 1867.

The last lone

buffalo was reported killed south of the Sheyenne River in
1878.13
The constriction of game-producing areas to the wooded
zones at the on-set of permanent human settlement was
naturally of some importance to the Indian settlers, whose
traditional exploitive strategy had been based on game
hunting.

The zones that were likely to produce game, how

ever, were also the zones that would be most suitable to
subsistence farming, due to the presence of timber, fresh
water, and small well-watered garden tracts.
The apparent dichotomy between soils zones of high
tillage potential and zones supportive of fuel and game
is not complete, however.

Discriminations of soil suit

ability for the considered uses are based on long-term
average conditions of sometimes broadly defined soils types.
Local anomalies in soil composition and local climatic con
ditions may alter the suitability of any soil zone, especial
ly for tillage crop production.

Fluctuations in annual or

seasonal precipitation from "normal" conditions can signifi
cantly alter the absolute and relative values of soil zones
to crop production.

A similar range of suitabilities may

13 Philippe Regis DeTrobriand, Military Life in Dakota-. The
Journal of Philippe Regis DeTrobriand, e<37 and trans.
Lucille M. Kane (St. Paul: Alvord Memorial Commission, 1951)
p. 247. DeNoyer, p. 187.
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occur in large areas of usually medium crop suitability,
which may be highly productive in years of abundant and
well-timed rainfall, but unsuitable for crop production in
years of even slightly subnormal precipitation.
The inconsistency of soil productivity and suitability
is further emphasized by a climate that may vary considerably
from normal conditions in any year or over a span of years.
The study area lies in the transitional zone between the subhumid prairie plains to the east and the semi-arid to arid
true plains to the west; it is just to the west of Webb's
"institutional fault'', at the 98th Meridian.

The. prairie

plains, through which most settlers passed enroute to the
study area, contain some of the most fertile and consistently
productive lands of the world.

The prairie plains sub-region

receives and annual average of 2.0 inches of precipitation at
its westernmost limit (by definition), and as much as 40
inches annually in some of its eastern periphery.

This

range of precipitation is adequate to support a native tailgrass vegetation and is sufficient for extensive tillage ex-i .. . .
14
ploitation.
The true plains environment, in contrast, is character
ised as semi-arid to arid, and is usully considered
^ J . E. Kincer, "Precipitation and Humidity", Atlas of Amer
ican Agriculture (Washington: U.S. Department of Agriculture,
1922) , p p . 2-7". Robert F. Dale, "The Climate of the Great
Plains", Symposium on the Great Plains of North America, Carl
C. Zimmerman and Seth Russell, eels . (Fargo: North Dakota
Institute for Regional Studies, 1967), p. 19. Webb, The Great
Plains, p . 19.
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unsuitable for crop production by the intensive tillage
methods employed in the more humid zones.

Precipitation

in this large portion of the Great Plains varies from the
20-inch annual average at the arbitrary eastern limit, to
as little as eight inches annually in pockets near the
western margin of the region.

The most pronounced feature

of the true plains climate is that total potential evapora
tion and transpiration loss of moisture to the soil is
greater than the average precipitation.

Natural adaptation

to deficit moisture conditions is evident in the typical
ground cover of short, thick sod grasses.

The percentage of

total land in grazing exploitation has increased with west
ward increase in aridity since initial settlement, indicating
the relative unsuitability of western areas of the region to
tillage exploitation.^
The transition zone in which the study area is located
obtains an average of 15 to 20 inches of precipitation
annually, and is classified either as a dry sub-humid or
moist semi-arid.

The undependable nature of the climate

in this zone is illustrated by the record at Jamestown,
North Dakota, some 45 miles directly south of the study
area.

In 35 years of record, Jamestown had a humid climate

■^Donald D. MacPhail, "Regional Setting," Aridity and M a n ,
Publication No. 74 of the American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science, Carle Hooge, ed. (Washington: American
Association for the Advancement of Science, 1963), p. 22.
C. W. Thorthwaite, "An Approach Toward a Rational Classifi
cation of Climate," Geographical Review 38 (1948), p p . 55-94.
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one year, moist sub-humid climate fifteen years, dry subhumid climate thirteen years, semi-arid climate five years,
and arid climate one year.

16

The natural vegetation of the transitional sub-region
consists of a few trees and a mixed prairie ground cover of
both semi-arid and sub-humid grasses.

Local variations in

moisture, soils, and topography may produce marked dif
ferences in vegetation, but species of tall prairie grass,
short sod grass, and saline grasses are generally present in
any locality.

The dominance of prairie grasses over sod

grasses, or vice-versa, is usually the result of recent
climatic trends, and does not necessarily reflect either
"normal" or future conditions.

17

Settlers coming to the

transitional region from more humid areas where vegetation
growth was fairly uniform could easily mis-judge the poten
tial of the area for exploitation if their arrival coincided
with an especially humid period.
The short-term invisibility of the drought risk to all
exploitive efforts, and especially to export tillage and
subsistence exploitations, is a unique and dangerous feature
of the transition zone.

The environmental risks to settle

ment are much greater than in the more arid sub-regions to
^Kincer, p p . 6-7.
C. W. Thornthwaite, "Climate and Settle
ment in the Great Plains," U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Climate and Man: Yearbook of Agriculture, 1941 (Washington:
U .S ". Government Printing Office, 1941) , pp . T80-182 .
^ J . E. Weaver and F. W. Albertson, Grasslands of the Great
Plains (Lincoln: Johnson Publishing Company, F956), p p . 303306. MacPhail, p. 50.

the west, where aridity is nearly always a visible and
dependable factor, and intensive small-unit, exploitive
methods are obviously inadaquate.

18
' The geographic para

meters of the high-risk zone are not static, and in any
given year semi-aridity may reach as far east as western
Wisconsin.

Periodic droughts are known to have occurred in

the mixed-prairie zone since A.D. 1405, and in two severe
years, 1910 and 1934, arid conditions prevailed over most
of the Great Plains.

The years 1880-1884 and 1905 were

particularly humid, the latter year so wet that the semiIQ
arid climate disappeared from the Great Plains completely.
The particular area of this study experienced major
climatic fluctuations of irregular duration throughout the
post-Pleistocene period.

Devils Lake, in its closed drainage

basin, left sedimentary evidence indicating that the lake
reached peaks of water level in response to cooler, wetter
conditions 4300, 3500, 2300, 1250, 100, 750, and 250 years
ago.

More recently, the lake was at a very low level from

500 to 200 years ago, then rose to a peak about A.D. 1800,
declined steadily from A.D. 1800 to 1840, rose from 1940 to
20

1951, and has fluctuated several times from 1951 to 1978.*
0
2
9
1
1O
Thornthwaite, "Climate and Settlement," p. 80.
19

George F. Will, Tree Ring Studies in North Dakota, North
Dakota Agriculture Experiment Station Bulletin 3 3 (Fargo:
North Dakota State University, 1946), p. 21. Bennett, p n .
26-32.
20

Edward Collender, "The Postglacial. Sedimentology of Devils
Lake, North Dakota" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of North
Dakota, 1968), p p . 249-261.
Babcock, p p . 21-22, 24.
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Although it was apparently a period of general dessication, the years prior to and during initial settlement of
the study area contained wide ranges in annual precipitation.
Precise climatological data are not available for the study
area prior to 1870, but it is known that severe drought
conditions prevailed in the general region in 1839 and 1840,
and again in the early 1860's.

21

Fluctuations continued

throughout the recorded study period 1870 to 1900, and were
so dramatic that in eight of the 31 years the climate was
either too arid (three years), or two humid for the study
area to be included in the transitional climatic subregion.
Average annual precipitation for these years was 17.83
inches, but the difference between the year of the most
precipitation (1896) and the year of the least (1889) was
over 13 inches.

22

All of the years of less than 15 inches

of precipitation were between 1876 and 1890, as indicated
in Table 1.
Long-term precipitation averages were of much less
21

G.
A. Abbot and F. W. Voedisch, The Municipal Ground Water
Supplies of North Dakota, North Dakota Geological SurveyBulletin 11 (Grand Forks: N.D. Geological Survey, 1938), p.
11.
Stanley N. Murray, "A Study of Indian Land Relation
ships as Illustrated Through the History of the Lake Traverse
Reservation Sioux" (Masters thesis, University of Wisconsin,
1952), p p . 108-109.
Journals and diaries of the Indian ex
peditions of 1863, 1864 and 1865 are replete with mention of
the drought conditions.
See also U.S., Congress, Senate,
Certain Climatic Features of the Two Dakotas, Senate Execu
tive Document 157, 52nd Cong., 1st sess", T^93.
22

John P. Finley, Certain Climatic Features of the Two
Dakotas (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1893),
pi 52. Orris W. Roberts, Climatological Data, North Dakota
Section (Minneapolis: U.S. Weather Bureau, 1915), p . 100.

TABLE 1

Precipi :ation in Study Area, 1870-1900
Year
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900

Precipitation in Inches
15.20
17.53
19.00
17.30
16.71
22.17
14.40
18.84
22.45
19.15
22.24
18.15
18.58
17.93
17.36
18.69
13.62
19.35
16.13
10.54
19.79
(not available)
18.14
15.85
16.10
19.09
23.57
15.88
15.46
17.93
19.05
Average:
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17.97
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consequence to the initial settlement than were shorter
trends of two and three years.

Although abundant precipita

tion would endanger none of the possible exploitive strate
gies if it were well-timed and in the right form, upward
trends could influence the choice of strategies by indicating
a more humid climate than was usual.

One such upward trend

took place during 1877-1885, immediately preceding and during
the initial Euro-American settlement of the study area.

The

particularly humid years of this era probably fostered a
dominant tail-grass vegetation like that of the usually more
humid prairie plains to the east.

The climatic threshhold

of tail-grass domination is not definite, due to factors
of residual soil and subsoil moisture and the timing of pre
cipitation, but the dominance probably cannot be maintained
with less than seventeen inches precipitation annually.

23

Settlement patterns and exploitive strategies estab
lished during the 1877-1885 humid era were tested in 1886,
1889, and 1890, when drought conditions prevailed over the
study area.

For the purpose of this study, drought condi

tions will be considered in effect when annual precipitation
is appreciably lower than the long-term average of 17.262
*
3

23

Leon C. Hurtt, "The Types of Plains Vegetation" in U.S.
Department of Agriculture Grass: The Yearbook of Agriculture,
1948 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1948),
p~ T45. See also E. J. VJoolfolk, D. F. Costello and B. W.
Allred, "The Major Range Types" in the same publication, p p .
205-206 .
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inches.

The years of recorded drought include 1870, 1876,

1886, 1889, 1893, 1897 and 1898.

The dry summer of 1886

resulted in very poor crops and was followed by the severe
winter that crippled the free-range cattle industry in the
Great Plains.

The lack of moisture in 1889 also produced

a general crop failure in the study area and the Military
Wood Reserve was opened to provide destitute settlers with
fuel enough

to keep from freezing to death.

The absence of

a basis for livelihood in the study area, other than the
dominant export-exploitive grain tillage, meant that in
1889 and 1890 some settlers were without even the basis of
subsistence.

Many settlers were forced to abandon their

claims and seek assistance and charity in Minnesota, and
r .•
'
**'V.
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drove their stock to other areas for forage.
Even the
short grasses could not provide such forage in these years
because precipitation was not within the thirteen to seven2ft
teen inch range necessary for abundant growth.
As devastating as the occasional severe drought periods
were in the early settlement period, perhaps more important
24

Frank J. Bavendick, Climate and Weather In North Dakota
(Bismarck: North Dakota State Water Conservation_Commission,
1952) , p. 67.

^DeNoyer, p. 207.
Lois Fields Schwartz, "Early Jewish
Agricultural Colonies in North Dakota," North Dakota History
32 (Summer 1965), p. 225. A. Roy McCrae") "Between The Horizons"
unpublished manuscript, Chester Fritz Library, Grand Forks,
N.D., d p . 17-18. Henry Hale, Pioneers Association, Devils.
Lake Region (Devils Lake, N.D.7 ?Jess Printing, 1957) , p p . 30-*
6
2
31.
26 Hurtt, p. 484.
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were the number of years in which precipitation was near or
below the minimum necessary for productions of grains,
especially wheat.

Wheat had been a common and traditional

crop on most frontier lines from western New York to the
bonanza farms of Dakota Territory; it was also a major crop
in most European countries.

Wheat was a crop well-suited to

frontier situations, especially where large tillage tracts
could be obtained at minimal expense.

The crop had already

proven itself as an export-exploitation produce in the
bonanza farms of the Red River Valley, but would likely also
have been popular with Euro-American settlers with a subsistence exploitation economy.

27

Buckwheat, a somewhat hardier

plant than wheat, was also grown for local consumption during
the very early settlement period, but was not being sown in
any considerable quantity by 1890.
As with the natural grasses, the loxver threshhold of
moisture necessary for relatively safe and profitable wheat
production is not definite.

Twenty inches precipitation

per year is definitely adequate if the rainfall is well
timed, but the 17.26 inch average at Devils Lake has also
consistently produced good yields.

Bare minimum precipita

tion for wheat production on the Great Plains ranges from
12 to 15 inches in the northeastern reaches of the region ,
27

Philip L. Tideman, "Wheat on the Northern Agricultural
Frontier, 1840-1920" (Ph.D. thesis, University of Nebraska,
1967), p p . 65, 107, 143, 205.
Erick Zimmerman, World P.esources and Industries (New York: Harper and Bros. , 1951) ,
p p . 203-204. Hiram Drache, The Day of the Bonanza (Fargo:
North Dakota Institute for Regional Studies" 1964), passim.
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to 17 inches on the southern plains."'1

Usual conditions in

North Dakota probably require about 15 inches for a fair
29
wheat crop.
During the 1870-1900 period only three years
were below the 15-inch minimum, but ten years had precipita
tion in the range between the minimum and the "normal" or
average precipitation for this period.

That is, a total of

thirteen years out of thirty would have had below normal
crop production if annual precipitation were the only deter
minant of yield.
The annual precipitation was not the only yield deter
minant, however.

Wheat needs a, 100-day growing season, and

the long-term average period from last frost in the spring
to first frost in the fall is between 100 and 130 days in
the study area.

The short growing season is further com

pounded in the independability of last and first frost dates.
The last frost of spring has occurred from early April to
early June, with the first frost of fall arriving as early
as the first week of August.

One early fall frost, on

28

Elco L. Greenshields, "The Expansion of Irrigation in the
West," in United States Department of Agriculture, WTater:
The Yearbook of Agriculture, 1955 (Washington: U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1955), p. ?50. S. C. Salmon, "Climate
and the Distribution of Small Grains," in U.S. Department of
Agriculture Climate and Man: The Yearbook of Agriculture,
1941 (Washington: UTST Government Printing Office, 1941), p.
3TT~

29

J. M. Gillette, Weather and the Rural Economy, reprinted
from North Dakota History-] Vo I-. T2”, hosl 1 ana 2 (Bismarck:
State Historical Society of North Dakota, .January and April,
1945), No. 1: p. 24.
30

Gillette, p. 44. Ray E. Jensen, Climate of North Dakota
(Fargo: North Dakota State University, 1972) , pp~ 7~, 2 7 .
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August 6, 1890, destroyed a promising wheat crop that had
survived an early spring moisture deficiency when rains
fell in June.

Settlers already impoverished by the drought

of 1889 and the severe winter that followed were left destitute by the second crop failure.

31

Settlers also faced less common, but equally serious,
environmental hazards.

Prairie fires were a common occur

rence throughout the pre-settlement era when they burned
vast areas before being contained by a water course or rain
fall.

Settlers in the study area reported major fires as

late as the mid-1880's, but as the territory came into cul
tivation, the fires could be better contained.

Grasshoppers

plagued settlers during and after drought years, especially
1872 and 1874 when nearly all of the grain crops of the
Indian settlers were destroyed.

The severe winter of

1874-75, like those of 1886-87 and 1889-90, followed a
drought summer and caused great suffering and death among
the Indians on the reservation.
Settlers entering the study area faced severe environ
mental hazards, whatever their chosen or traditional exploi
tive strategies.

Geological and climatic processes had

produced a land of varying topography,

soils, and ground

cover that did not always reflect normal or average
31H a l e , p. 30.
32
Curtis Ericksmoen, ’’The Career of Major James McLaughlin
Before His Prominent Years: The Period Prior to His Appoint
ment to the Standing Rock Agency" (Masters thesis, University
of North Dakota, 1971), p p . 34-36.
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conditions in the area.

The climate itself was transitional

between two know, and dependable climatic regions, and could
assume the properties of one or the other of those regions
abruptly.

The environment provided virtually no mineral

resources and very little fuel, and therefore diversifica
tion of the economy by development of an industrial exploita
tion was nearly impossible.

The agricultural exploitive

strategies of the settlers would have to survive or fail on
their own merits.
The study area did, however, contain a variety of
ecological zones that were suited to different land uses.
Wide prairies in the northeastern part of the study area,
and smaller pockets throughout the rest of the study area
contained soils and topographies ideally suited to an export
exploitation based on large-scale tillage.

Moraine belts

and river valleys contained excellent grazing territories
for a small population diffusion settlement, and some of the
same areas contained the timber, water, and rich bottom lands
suited to small-scale subsistence exploitation.

In 1867 the

first settlers, the Dakota Indians, began to permanently
occupy their reservation, fitting traditional and new exploi
tive concepts to this environment.

Some fifteen years later

Euro-American settlers with a diversity of origins began to
do the same.

CHAPTER III
Indian Occupation and Settlement
The environmental qualities of the area between the
Sheyenne River and Devils Lake were attractive' to aboriginal
groups throughout prehistoric and historic times, and were
among the reasons for establishment there of the Devils
Lake Sioux Reservation in 1867.

The settlement of nomadic

Dakota or Sioux on the Reservation began the modern permanent:
occupation of the study area, and the Indian settlers brought
with them culturally traditional exploitive and settlement
biases.

These traditional practices interacted with assimi

lation policies of the United States government to produce
the initial permanent settlement patterns and exploitive
strategies of the Reservation settlers.
The Dakota tribes began moving onto the Great Plains
from the woodlands of Minnesota about 1750 as a result of
incessant pressure by Chippewa and other hostile peoples to
the north and east.^

In prehistoric times the Dakota had

pursued a typical, woodland subsistence based on hunting of
game and fishing, including some horticulture and the
gathering of wild rice, maple sugar, and wild fruits.
1

2

As

Alan R. Woolworth, "Ethnohistorical Report on the Indian
Occupation of P.oyce Areas Nos. 496, 497 and 538", unpublished
manuscript prepared for Indian Claims Commission, Docket
363-B, October, 1970, pp. 1-26. William H. Keating, Narra
tive of an Expedition to the Source of the St. Peters River,
Lake Winnepeek. Lake of the Woods' E t c . (MinneapoTis: Ross &
Haines," 195917 p p . 33, 342, 355T~375“, 391, 402 and 422.

2

Woolworth, p p . 14-16.
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the tribes moved into the treeless areas, their subsistence
base became progressively more tied to the hunting of game
animals, particular bison, and progressively less tied to
horticultural exploitation.
The Yanktonai, the Nakota tribe who claimed control of
the study area, may have been preponderantly dependent on the
bison hunt for subsistence as early as A.D. 1774, and they
retained the nomadic adaptive strategy well into the reser
vation period.

By 1820 the Yanktonai occupation area was

from Lake Traverse in far southeastern North Dakota, westward
to the Missouri River and northward to the study area, and
there are no indications that they planted crops from that
time until they began to settle on the Devils Lake Reservetion.3
The Yanktonai were being joined in their hunting area
by 1810 by the North Sisseton Tribe and occasionally by
Wahpeton groups.

These two tribes migrated from the wood

lands some time after the Yanktonai, and did not completely
divorce themselves from horticultural exploitation.

The

North Sisseton and Wahpeton of the Lake Traverse area grex^
gradually apart from the other Sisseton and Wahpeton to the
east and south so that by 1858 a definite division had taken
place.

The northern groups became continually more nomadic

and dependent on the bison hunt, and in 1856 arid 1858 re
fused to return from the plains to receive government3
3
Woolxtforth, p. 27.
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annuities at an agency in Minnesota.

The North Sisseton

maintained close ties with the Cut-Head Band of Yanktonai,
apparently hunting in the same territory and sharing the
A

same chief for a time.
The outbreak of Indian-White hostilities in 1862 known
as the Minnesota Massacre led directly to the establishment
of the Devils Lake Sioux Reservation.

Causes of the up

rising lay in long-standing grievances over provisions of
the 1851 treaty of Prairie Des Sioux and payments of tribal
funds to traders, but the open hostilities were precipitated
by delays in distribution

5
of annuities to destitute Indians.

The uprising was mainly the work of Mdewakanton and Wahpekute,
but some Sisseton and Wahpeton were involved, joining in an
attack on Fort Abercrombie on the Red River in September of
1862.^

The leaders of the North Sisseton-Wahpeton group

specifically refused to join in the depredations and remained
friendly to the United States during and after the hostili
ties.

Sisseton were instrumental in obtaining the release of

^Doane Robinson, A History of the Dakota or Sioux Indians
(Minneapolis: Ross 6c Haines, 1956)~ pp . 103-104 . Stanley N.
Murray, "A Study of Indian Land Relationships As Illustrated
Through the History of the Lake Traverse Sioux" (Masters
thesis, Univ. Wisconsin, 1952), p p . 38, 39, 53, 85, 109, 122
and 132.
^Doane Robinson, p p . 257-268.
^Stephan R. Riggs, Dakota Grammar, Texts and Ethnology,
Contributions to American Ethnology 9 (Washington.- U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1893), p p . 158-159.
Doan
Robinson, p p . 278-279, 299.
Linda W. Slaughter, "Fort
Abercrombie", Collections 1 (Bismarck: State Historical
Society of North Dakota, 1906), p. 414.
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white captives; and some Sisseton served as scouts for
military expeditions seeking the hostile Dakota.'
As Colonel Henry H. Sibley prepared to mount a military
campaign against the hostile groups in the autumn of 1862,
some participants in the uprising fled westward across the
territories of the North Sisseton-Wahpeton group and into
Yantonais territory.

Fearing that they would be mistaken

for hostiles, and knowing that some Sisseton and Wahpeton
had taken part in the hostilities, the North Sisseton under
standing Buffalo and the Wahpetons under Spirit Water also
fled to the plains.

The Yanktonais, who did not take part

'■'li

in the Minnesota uprising, had been close to hostility to
ward the whites for several years before 1862, due to dis
satisfaction with treaties of 1825, 1851 and later adjust
ments.

The military campaigns under General Alfred Sully

and Colonel H. H. Sibley, 1862-1865, attacked the YanktonaiSisseton-Wahpetons and drove them from their hunting grounds
westward across the Missouri River.

8

The need to provide permanent settlement locations for
those Indians who had fled western Minnesota during and
after the uprising led to the establishment of the Sisseton
Reservation near Lake Traverse and the Devils Lake Reserva
tion in 1867.

After two inconclusive attempts in 1864 and

^Doane Robinson, p p . 291-292.
Roy W. Meyer, History of the
Santee Sioux (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, T9T>7TT

pp” 1T8-T2T7
^Meyer, p p . 105-106,

134, 136.
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1866, General Sibley, trader Joseph R. Brown, and agent:
Benjamin Thompson succeeded in taking a delegation of Sisseton and Wahpeton to Washington, D.C., in January of 1867.
On February 19, 1867 , a treaty was reached that delineated
the claims of the Dakotas, and provided for the establishment
of the two reservations.

The Senate struck out provisions

allowing payment of traders' debts and the amount of annual
expenditure to be made for the Indians, and the treaty, so
amended, was approved by the Indians present on April 22,
1867.*
9
The Devils Lake Reservation was established for all
those Dakota who were in that area at the time of the treaty,
all other Sisseton who had not yet surrendered, and the CutHead Band of Yanktonai.

The limits of the reserve as defined

by treaty were:
Beginning at the most easterly part of
Devils Lake; thence along the waters of
the lake to the most westerly point of
the same; thence on a direct line to the
nearest point on the Sheyenne (sic) River;
thence down said river to a point opposite
the lower end of Aspen island; thence on
a direct line to the place of beginning. ®
9
Meyer, p p . 198-200.
The treaty was signed by Metis Gabriel
Renville as head chief of the Sisseton-Wahpeton, and by
Scarlet Plume, a lesser chief of the Sissetons, but not by
the still-wandering hereditary chiefs. The Yanktonai also
were not represented by a chief, and later complained bit
terly of the results.
See U.S., Congress, House, H.Doc. 98,
57th Cong., 1st sess., 1902, "Letter from Secretary of
Interior Regardint the Agreement with the Indians of Devils
Lake Reservation."
■^Charles C. Royce, Indian Land Cessions in the United States,
Eighteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology
(Washington: U.S. Govt. Printing Office, 1899), p. 842.
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The choice of this particular area .for the reserve was in
line with the traditional policy of selecting reservations
to fit the needs of Indians who garnered their subsistence
from hunting and fishing.11

As already shown (supra, p. 25),

the environment of the Devils Lake Reservation was highly
suited to that kind of exploitation.
Other provisions of the treaty were specifically in
tended to draw the Indians from their traditional ways into
sedentary self-sufficiency by means of agriculture.

No

persons would be allowed to trade for furs on the reserva
tion, and to insure this, no person who was not a govern
ment official or an Indian was allowed to live on the re
servation.

No goods or provisions would be issued to Indians

except as payment for goods produced or labor performed by
1■
/, "Jv: - . .rindividual Indians. Most important, most lands of the re
servation were open to patent by individual Indian settlers ,
and these homesteads could only descend to heirs of the
Indian patentees.

Each head of a family and each single

person over the age of twenty-one years could claim up to
160 acres, and would be eligible for a patent to his claim
after occupation for five years, cultivation of 50 acres,
and other improvements.

The terms by which the Indians

could obtain their lands were similar to previsions for

11
■LU.S. Department of Interior. Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Annual Report to the Secretary of the Interior, 1872, House
Ex.Dec. 1, pt. 5, V. 1, 42nd Cong., 2nd sess,, Serial No.
1560, p. 401.
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general entry under the Homestead Act of 1862, with the
exception that the Indian homesteads could be neither
commuted by cash payment nor alienated for a number of years
after the original patent was issued.
Under the terms of the 1867 treaty no compensation
would be allowed for territories formerly occupied by the
Indians but forfeited by the 1862 uprising.

The 1867 terri

torial claims of the Dakota were much larger than the reser
vation areas, however, and in 1872 an agreement was reached
by which the non-reservation lands would be ceded to the
United States at aoout ten cents per acre, or $80,000 total.
This fund was to be paid in ten annual payments, 1874 to
1883, and was to be split among all of the Indians on the
vV.
■ -v
12
two reservations.
Because the 1867 treaty had failed to
guarantee a specific annual appropriation for the support of
Indians on the two reservations, the 1872 cession fund was
the only dependable source of income for the Devils Lake
Indians until Minnesota claims were settled in the late
1890’s.
The agreement of 1872 also stipulated that smaller in
dividual land claims and smaller tillage requirements be
allowed.

The Indians had asked that five acres be required

to be ciiltivated five years for a 40-acre homestead, ten
acres for an 80-acre homestead, ana 20 acres cultivated for
a homestead of 160 acres.

Patented lands were to be alien-

ribe-owned reservation lands fifteen vears after
12

Ibid, p p . 504-507.
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patent, and ten years after che agreement all persons under
the age of 21 years would receive 40 acres.

All remaining

or "excess" lands were to be disposed of fifteen years
after acceptance of the agreement.

13

A later provision

altered the 1872 agreement slightly, including an allowance
of up to 160 acres of grazing land in addition to the
original allotment.

A total of 320 acres could, therefore,

be claimed by a head of household.
Certain areas of the reservation were not always avail
able to settlement by the Indians.

The reservation was

established in 1867 by the Department of the Interior and at
about the same time the War Department determined to estab
lish a fort at Devils Lake to guard the overland route from
Minnesota to western Montana.

Fort Totten was constructed

in the summer and autumn of 1867, rebuilt of brick 1868-72,
and operated as a military post until transferred to the
15
interior Department in 1890.
Fort Totten had at its disposal a large supply of timber
for fuel and building purposes, but as the reservation began
to fill with Indians, the demands on the timber resources
became even greater.

In order to insure an adequate supply

of wood to the fort, the Secretary of War established a
Military Wood Reserve early in 1872 that included about half

13Ibid., p. 507.
14U.S., Congress, House, H.Doc. 98, 57th Cong.,, 1st se s s
1902, Serial No. 4322, p. 25.
43DeNoyer, "History of Fort Totten", passim.
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of the area of the reservation.

This area contained m u c h of

the best land, fresh water, and most of the timber of the
reservation, and also included nearly all of the improve
ments and permanent houses of the Indians to that time.

The

Indians and their agents reacted strongly to the establish
ment of the Wood Reserve and succeeded in extensively re
ducing it over a period of years.

The Indians were not

forced from their holdings in the Wood Reserve, but neither
could they cut wood or take an allotment within that Re
serve. ^

The effect of the Military Wood Reserve was proba

bly to spread the settlement tracts over a wider area than
would otherwise have been the case.
When the Indian Reservation and Fort Totten were estabI P i< jM
.■*
lished in 1867 there were no Indians permanently residing at

Devils Lake.

The treaty establishing the reservation had

not included provisions for drawing the wandering Indians to
Devils Lake, but only promised that an agent would be
appointed once the population reached 500 Indians.

In the

meantime, the commanding officer at Fort Totten would pro
vide whatever assistance the Indians required.

During the

winter of 1867-1968 the post commander sent two traders to
the Mouse River area to invite the Dakota camped there to
come to the fort.

Although at first suspicious of the in

tentions of the Army presence, the Dakota began to move in
small groups to the vicinity of the fort.

The post

^U.S., Congress, Senate, S.Ex.Doc. 79, 53rd Cong., 3rd sess. ,
1895, Serial No. 3280, p p . 1-10. Meyer, p p . 226-227.
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commander found it necessary to issue large amounts of

D i 

visions during that winter to keep some 300 Indians from
starving to death, and some provisions were supplied by the
agent at Sisseton.^
The number of Indians continued to grow, and they con
tinued to suffer from lack of food provisions.

In 1868 the

Devils Lake Indians were again on the verge of starvation
when Episcopal Bishop Henry B. Whipple arranged an emergency
relief mission.

Fifteen thousand dollars was appropriated

by Congress for those Indians in 1868, and after consider
able confusion over responsibility for spending the sum,
some beef cattle and seed were provided to the Indians. 18
Agent Benjamin Thompson at Sisseton Agency was replaced in
1869 by Dr. Jared W. Daniels, who also favored only minimum
assistance to the Devils Lake Indians so that any who were
really serious about farming would move to the Sisseton
Agency.

Daniels visited Devils Lake in October, 1869, and

found that only a few wished to farm as white men did, the
rest maintaining traditional farming methods of "Blanket
Indians".

19

Fifty acres had been plated to corn that year,1
9
8
7

17

U.S., Congress, House, H.Ex.Doc. 1, p t . 2, 40th Cong., 2nd
sess. , 1867, p. 245 (Comm. Indian Affairs). Meyer, p. 220.
18
U.S. Department of the Interior, Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, Annual Report to the Secretary of the Interior,
1868 , Serial N o . 13661 pi 471.
19

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Annual Report, 1869,
Serial No. 1414, p p . 767-773.
Annual Reports of the Commis
sioner of Indian Affairs are hereafter cited as "Annual
Report" , followed by year, serial number and page.
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but had been destroyed by frost.

Some of the planting

families apparently aid relocate at Sisseton Agency in order
20
to enjoy the increased support of their farming efforts/'
The population at Devils Lake rose rapidly as subsis
tence and agricultural assistance became available.

In 1870

there were 540 Indians there; 1872, 925 Indians; and in
1873, 1,020 Indians were resident and there had been up to
1,200 present at times.

21

The population peaked at about

1887 when there were 1,105 Indians on the reservation, and
began a fluctuating decline that lasted into the twentieth
century.

22

Most of the settlers on the reservation from

1867 to 1872 were Sisseton and Wahpeton originally from the
Upper Agency in Minnesota, but also present were a few
Mdewakanton and Wahpekute.

Beginning in 1872, however, the

Cuthead Yanktonai began to settle on the reservation, there
by reducing both the number of transient visitors to the
reservation and the temptation of resident Indians to join
them in hunting outside the reservation. 23

20Ibid, p. 773.
21Annual Report, 1870, Serial No. 1449, p. 690; Annual. Rep o r t , 1872, Serial No. 1560, p. 642; Annual Report, 187 3,
Serial No. 1601, p. 596.
"~2Annual Report, 1877, Serial No. 1800, p. 451; Annual Re
port^ 1379, Serial No. 1910, p. 134; Annual Report, 1880,
Serial No. 1959, p. 151; Annual Retort^ T884, Serial No.
2287, p. 74.
^ Annual Report, 1872, Serial No. 1560, p. 433; Annual Re
port V I"874, Serial No. 1639, p. 596; Annual Report , 1875 ,
Serial No. 1680, p. 350.
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Early settlements on the reservation were located
according to band distinction, and were internally closelyspaced for protection against Mandan or Chippewa attack.

24

The Yanktonai settled primarily in the Crow Hill area to the
northwest of Fort Totten.

Sisseton and Wahpeton settled in

those wooded areas that became the Wood Lake, Tokio and St.
Michael communities, and in one wooded area on the south and
west sides of the East Bay of Devils Lake.

Band distinctions

began to be lost by intermarriage by 1886, but settlement
25
continued to center in those locations until around 1920.“
Farming operations in these communities were often community
O(L
projects with the tillage areas held in common.
It was
these in-common farmers that Agent Daniels considered
"Blanket Indians", in difference to more extensive operations
by individual Indians.
The policies of the Indian agents at Devils Lake were
those of the government in general, that the Indians T,ere
to be brought to civilization by means of settlement on
27
small, self-sufficient farming units.
The overpowering
logic and faith in this single policy was illustrated by2
5
4
24

Annual Report, 1874, Serial No. 1639, p. 598.

25

Patricia Albers, "The Regional System of the Devils Lake
Sioux: Its Structure, Composition, Development and Functions"
(Ph.D. dissertation, Univ. Wisconsin, 197*4), n p . 181-183.
^ Annual Report, 1874, Serial No. 1639, p. 598.
^ Annual Report, 1872, Serial No. 1560, p. 506.
port;, 1891, Serial No. 2934, pp . 317-318.
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the Secretary of the Interior in 1874:
The fundamental difference between bar
barians and a civilized people is the
difference between a herd and an individual.
All barbarous customs tend to destroy in
dividuality. Where everything is held in
common, thirft and enterprise have no
stimulus of reward, and thus individual
progress is rendered very improbable, if
not impossible.
The starting point of
individualism for an Indian is the per
sonal possession of his portion of the
reservation.
Give him a house within a
tract of land, whose corner-stakes are
plainly recognized by himself and his
neighbor, and let whatever can be pro
duced out of this land be considered
property in his own name, and the first
principle of industry and thrift is
recognized.28
With this policy in mind, the agents at Devils Lake
strove to civilize the Indians.

In early spring, 1871,

William H. Forbes was appointed agent at Devils Lake.

Forbes

was a former American Fur Company employee and was familiar
with both the plains environment and the Indians he was to
guide.

In May, 1871, he reached the reservation and found

the residents in the deplorable state of having neither game
to hunt nor seed to plant.

The agency farmer, George W.

Faribault, provided the Indians with forty bushels of seed
potatoes, and some turnip seeds were donated by the military
commander at Fort Totten.

The Indians themselves had hidden

some seed corn, and this also was planted according to
Faribault's instructions.

The yield that summer was promis

ing--!, 500 bushels of corn, 500 bushels of potatoes, and
28
VU.S. Department of the Interior, Annual Report of the
Secretary of the Interior, 1884, SeFial No. 1639, p. 372.
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1.000

bushels of turnips--but it was not sufficient to sub-

sist all of the 720 Indians.

29

The next year Forbes had plowed 900 acres, in which
were planted 100 acres of corn, 200 bushels of potatoes,
and other vegetables.

Wheat and oats were also sown in

small amounts, the wheat seed having arrived too late for
much to be planted.

The season was an exceptionally wet

one, which hurt the corn, potatoes and vegetables.

The

grain was also heavily damaged by grasshoppers, and the
crop as a whole was a failure.

30

In 1873 Forbes reported

that 100 acres of corn and 20 acres of potatoes had been
planted, and "all have made gardens."

The turnips and

garden vegetables were again damaged by grasshoppers, but
3.000 bushels of corn and 2,400 bushels of potatoes were
harvested.

Forbes also continued his experiment in wheat

raising, producing in that year 500 bushels from 35 bushels
of seed wheat. 31
The promising yields of subsistence crops gave the
Indians a tangible incentive to expand their planting.
Tilled acreage increased yearly from 135 acres in 1874 to
235 acres in 1875, 1,000 acres in 1880, and 1,500 acres in
1882, 2,480 acres in 1884, 2,850 acres in 1886, and peaked
29

Annua1 Report, 1872, Serial No. 1560, PP . 443

P- ~ T T 5 ~
30'Annual

Report, 1872, Serial No . 1560, P ■ 642.

31Annua1 Report,
1874, Serial No . 1639 , P- 596.

Meyer,

at about 5,500 acres in 1889.
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After 1889 the tilled

acreage began to drop due to climatic reverses and the in
creased inability of the Indians to purchase machinery or
work animals.

The increase in tillage resulted in a spec

tacular increase in over-all production in the years 18721887, and the Indian farmers generally enjoyed a growing
wealth.

As early as 1884 the agent at Devils Lake spoke of

the imminent self-sufficiency of the Indians, and the termi
nation in that year of the two major non-agricultural
sources of Indian income, annuities from the 1872 cession
and freighting supplies to the agency and Fort Totten, was
given only passing comment.

33

Many of the Indians who settled at Devils Lake had been
familiar with farming on a subsistence scale, usually the
tending of a small garden plot of corn, turnips, potatoes,
and other vegetables.

Subsistence gardening of this kind

did not require large tillage acres, nor did it require
extensive machinery or animal power.

The production of

these subsistence crops grew with the increase of tilled
acres, with corn and potatoes remaining the principal crops ,
but a variety of other vegetables also being raised.

The

potato crop grew from 2,400 bushels in 1873 to 5,000 bushels
in 1875, and 18,000 bushels in 1880.

Indian gardens in 1880

32

Annual Report, 1875, Serial No. 1680, p. 349; 1876, Serial
No. "1749, p. 741; 1882, Serial No. 2099, p. 91; 1883, Serial
No. 2190, p. 80; 1885, Serial No. 2378, p. 75; 1887, Serial
No. 2541, p. Ill; 1892, Serial No. 3088, p. 351.
^ Annual Report, 1884, Serial No. 2286, p. 8 9.
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also produced an estimated 10,000 bushels of turnips, 500
bushels of beans, 1,000 bushels of onions, 4,000 bushels of
beets, 500 bushels of carrots, 800 melons, 25,000 pumpkins
and squash, and 3,00( head of lettuce.

By 1886 and likely

much earlier, the Indians were producing a surplus of
potatoes and vegetables, of which they were disposing by
i
sale.

34

Corn production also grew in the early years, from
3,000 bushels in 1873, to 5,000 bushels in 1875, and 7,500
bushels in 1880.

About 1880, however, corn production began

to decline in both absolute bushels and in percentage of
total produce.

By 1886, a fair year for crops generally,

only 4,000 bushels were harvested, and in 1894 of the 4,000
acres in crop, only 100 acres were planted to corn.

Other

subsistence crops were also being planted in relatively
smaller amounts. 35

The most important crops traditionally

grown by the Indians in the plains environment were becoming
decidedly unpopular.
Causes for the shift from the ti'aditional subsistence
crops lay in three sources; the biases of the Indian agents,
the development of a market for produce, and the advent of a
period of especially favorable weather for grain production.
Agent Forbes had begun experimenting with wheat production
3ZfAnnual Report, 1874, Serial No. 1639, p. 596; 1876, Serial
No. 1749, p. 741; 1881, Serial No. 2018, p. 51; and 1887,
Serial No. 2541, p. 272.
"^Annual Report, 1894, Serial No. 3306, p. 216.
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in 1871, ana by 1874 he was convinced that: wheat was a
3 6
practical crop for the reservation.'

Forbes died in 1875

and was replaced by Paul Beckwith, who was himself replaced
in 1876 by James McLaughlin.

No mention of wheat production

was made in the agent's reports of 1875 and 1876, and
McLaughlin's greatest emphasis in the years 1876-1878 was
diversification of farming to include some swine and cattle.
By 1880 he had become thoroughly convinced that diversifica
tion was not the answer to the Indians' economic needs,
although he had had good success with the stock program:
This section of the country, however,
is not adapted to stock-raising.
The
short summers and long severe winters,
requiring warehouses and large quanti
ties of fodder, preclude the possibility
of making stock-raising profitable, and
the advantage accruing to cultivation
of the soil and the production of cereals
and vegetables being so much greater, its
development should be encouraged without
adding the burden of engaging in stock to
any great extent.37
In 1878 McLaughlin again turned his attention to wheat
production, and in 1879 the yield was 2,000 bushels from
about 75 planted acres.

In 1880 he reported that a grist

mill was in operation to make flour from the wheat grown,
and an addition to the mill was installed in 1882,
in production was dramatic:

The rise-

10,000 bushels in 1882, 40,000

bushels in 1885, and an estimated 75,000 bushels in 1887.

~JDAnnual Report, 1875 , Serial No. 1680, P ■ 349
37

Annual Report, 1880, Serial No. 1959, P • 151
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The consignment of tilled acreage to wheat, and away
from subsistence crops, was also rather definite.

In 1378

wheat occupied 75 of 510 total tilled acres , in 1881 it
occupied 360 of about 1,000 acres planted, and in 1882 it
occupied about 600 acres of the 1,500 acres planted.

By

1884 the acreage of wheat surpassed the acreage of all other
crops combined, and by 1892 seventy percent of all cultivated
lands were being planted to wheat.

38

McLaughlin’s commitment to wheat farming appears to have
been complete, and his success with the crop mounted with the
general allotment settlement of the Indians.

The disintegra

tion of the traditional communal practices had so broken down
by 1879 that McLaughlin could report:
All work upon this reservation is now7
done by the individual owners of farms;
each family labors by themselves and for
themselves.
Nothing is held in common
among them; all are located upon indivi
dual claims, separated from each other as
much as possible, and with few exceptions
no two families occupying or cultivating
any portion of the same quarter-section
of land. Aversion to labor from fear of
ridicule of their neighbors has entirely
disappeared among these Indians; . . .39
Without the security of communal effort, and without:
annuity income after 1884, the Indians were highly dependent

.30
Annual Report,
No 2018, p. ~9T;
No . 2190, p. 82;
No . 2378, p. 252
Serial No. 3088,
39

1879, Serial No . 1910, P • 134; 1881, Serial
1882 , Serial No . 2099 , P ■ 80; 1883 , Serial
1884, Serial No . 2286 , P • 74; 1885 , Serial
; 1887 , Serial Mo ,
. 2541 , p . Ill ; 1892
p. 351.

Annual Report, 1879, Serial No. 1910, p. 134.
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on the graces of the agent for zaachinery and animals for
work purposes.

McLaughlin consistently rewarded the most

progressive or "industrious" Indians with these necessities,
and thereby maintained considerable control over their
farming methods.

In. 1883 McLaughlin's successor as agent,

John W. Cramsie, specifically continued his predecessor's
policies, using the issue of stock as a lever to expand
wheat cultivation:
I informed the Indians in the early spring
that all who had cattle must raise wheat to
supply themselves with bread; that I would
issue no more flour after their grain was
thrashed and the grist mill in operation;
. . . All the Indians who have cattle, and
some who do not, have sown wheat and oats.
I insisted on all having some oats so as to
feed the teams during the time of thrashing.
After 1880 nearly all of the new land put into cultiva
tion was planted to wheat and oats, but the average tillage
plot of the individual farms remained small.
reported in 1880 that " . . .

McLaughlin

some of the fields are yet

small, but the majority range from 2 to 25 acres,

. . .

^

In 1892 some Indians had 50 to 60 acres in crop, "but the
majority of them are satisfied with from 5 to 10 acres in
crop.”

The biggest impediment to the development of larger

tillage acres

was

the continual shortage of work horses and

harvesting equipment, and as dependence on wheat as a crop
grew, so did the shortage.

The first harvesting equipment

Annual Report, 1883 , Serial No. 2190 , p
41

Annual Report, 1880, Serial No. 1959 , P
No7~3088, p. J51

82 .
151; 1892, Serial
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was received in 1872, and in 1879 McLaughlin promised that
any Indian who raised over one acre of wheat would have it
cut by machine.

In 1883 the Indians themselves began pool

ing their resources to buy machinery, a communal action
looked favorably upon by the agents.

Equipment continued to

be bought during the 1880's, and by 1890 the number of
machines had probably caught up with the demand for them.
The number of work animals did not catch up with the demand,
however, even after 1891 when 200 brood mares and 100
steers were received that could be pressed into labor.

The

animals were received as payment for reservation lands lost
due to a faulty survey of the western boundary of the
/O
reserve in 1875.
The agent's efforts to bring the Indians to dependence
on wheat farming coincided with the development of a market
for that product.

According to the treaty of 1867, no

traders could operate within the reserve, and this meant
that the Indian agent was the sole source of compensation
for Indian produce.

In 1872 Agent Forbes complained that,

this situation was counter-productive because the only funds
available to him to buy the produce already belonged to the
Indians, who would not be stimulated to greater productivity
/o

for such a trade.

Also, all payments to the Indians for

goods or services were to be made in necessary goods rather
1891, Serial No. 2934, p. 318.
Annual Report, 1872, Serial No. 1560, p. 506.

Meyer, p p .
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than in cash, which situation effectively removed the
Indians from any form of cash economy.
The needs for grain, hay, fuel and vegetables at the
Catholic Mission school, Fort Totten, and the Agency did
result in a cash income within the reservation, however.
In addition, the post trader provided a market for wheat
which was used to feed the Chippewa at their Turtle Mountain
Reservation.

By 1885 so good a market was available for the

Tndian grain and produce from these sources and from white
settlers in the vicinity of the reservation, that the
Indians earned a total of $17,825.00 from their farms
There were costs associated with this income, however, and
by 1886 these costs had begun to tell on the growth of the
Indians' new wealth.

In asking the Secretary of the Interior

for machinery and horses, Agent Cramsie indicated the
tenuous state of the Indians' cash agriculture:
The outlay by the Indians for machinery,
thrashing twine, and other incidental ex
penses for repairs and extras for their
machines, makes it pretty hard for them
to have sufficient food for themselves
and families from one fall to another
when they realize something from the sale
of their surplus grain.^5
The answer to the Indians'

seasonal shortages seemed

to lay in short-term credit for goods, which credit was
available to them in the market communities of Devils Lake

44

Annual Report, 1885, Serial No. 2378, o. 252.

^ Annual Report, 1886, Serial No. 2468, p. 273.
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and Minnewauken after 1883.

Because Indian lands could not

be alienated from the reservation for some years after
allotment, the only collateral available to the Indians was
their crops.

The crop-based credit system apparently worked

well during the period 1883-1887, when climatic conditions
usually favored good yields of wheat.

The average annual

precipitation for that period was 17.39 inches, well above
the minimum for wheat production.

The grasshopper and frost

devastations of the 1870's did not recur during this period.
Drought and hail damaged the crops of 1886, but to no great
extent.
The favorable growing conditions ended in 1888, and
with that change
/ .

.. '

-

....

..

•.

■

the self-sufficient cash economy of the
t \ \ *

■

Devils Lake Indian also ended.

v

:

■;

f

Frost struck the grain crops

on August 8 , and again on August 15, 1888, reducing yields
to two-thirds and value of the crops by three-quarters.

In

1889 an "unprecedented drought" reduced the crops to the
point that Agent Cramsie expected a yield of only one-fourth
the amount of seed sown.

Again in 1890 drought reduced the

wheat yield, so that the amount of seed sown would not be
returned.

In 1891 Agent John H. Waugh reported that the

acreage in crop had been reduced due to the need to summer
fallow some plots, and much of what crops were grown were
destroyed by snow and heavy rain as they stood in shocks.
Drought also destroyed the crops of 1892 and 1 8 9 3 . ^
46

Annual Report, 1886, Serial No. 2468, p. 272; 1888, Serial
No. 2636, p 87, 1889, Serial No. 2725, p. 140; 1890, Serial
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The climatic reversals, coupled with the predominance of
wheat to the exclusion of staple subsistence crops, reduced
most Indians at Devils Lake to extreme poverty by 1889.

Al

though the Indians had been nearly all self-sufficient by
1885, only twenty to thirty of the three hundred families at
Devils Lake were self-sufficient in 1892.

In that same year

the Indian agent found half the Indians at Devils Lake living
on parched corn and wild turnips.

Tilled acreage began to

diminish rapidly after 1889; by 1893 there were only 4,000
acres in cultivation, of which 3,000 were still in wheat.

In

the latter year the farming economy of the Indians was so
frail that loss of a single work ox might mean the abandon
ment of a farm.^
Indian disillusion with cash-crop wheat farming was
general by 1893, but wheat production was probably maintained
for a number of years in order to pay creditors.

Desire to

return to the more traditional subsistence crops was noted
by the agent in 1893, "One old Indian told me that in the
future he would only plant potatoes and corn, as that always
furnishes him something to live upon, while his wheat crop
was either a failure, or when he raised one, it took all of
it to pay his debts.

There also long remained a desire

No. 2841, p. 25; 1891, Serial No. 2934, p p . 316-317; 1892,
Serial No. 3088, p. 351; 1893, Serial No. 3210, p. 229; 1894,
Serial No. 3306, p. 216.
^Annual Report, 1889, Serial No. 2725, p. 140, 1893, Serial
No. 3210, p. 229; 1894, Serial No 3306, p. 216.
^ Annual Report, 1893, Serial No. 3210, p. 229.
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by the Indians to consolidate the farming operations geographically, if not operationally.

49

By 1893 permanent changes had taken place which pre
cluded or strongly limited the ability of the Indians to
return to a more traditional exploitive strategy.

The treaty

of 1867 and the agreement of September 20, 1872, had provided
for the allotment of lands to private individuals.

Encour

agement of separation and private ownership of lands began
immediately on the arrival of the first agent, and by 1879
McLaughlin could report that almost all of the Indians were
tilling their own well-spaced lands (siipra, p. 60).

Actual

assignment of allotments awaited completion of adequate
surveys of the reservation, and this did not occur until
1884.

Agent Cramsie began alloting lands in 1887, but

halted the process when he learned that a special agent
must do the actual allotment.
The special agent arrived in 1889 and immediately began
the issuance of allotments.

By the autumn of 1890, 630

allotments had been made, totalling 62,340 acres.

The

establishment of individual Indian claims continued until
1892, at which time, 1,132 allotments had been granted,
totalling 131,506 acres.

In 1902, when the "excess" lands

were ceded to the United States government, another 6,160
49

U.S., Congress, House, H.Doc. 98, 57th Cong., 1st sess. ,
1902, Serial No. 4322, p. 25.
50

Annual Report, 1885, Serial No. 2378, p. 28.
2387

Meyer, p.
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acres were reserved for 61 deserving Indians.

Although no

Indians on the Devils Lake Reservation expressed a desire to
sell their "excess" land, 8 8 , 0 0 0 acres were opened to
general entry by non-Indians in 1906 at a price of 84.50
per acre.

51

Although the actual allotments were issued after the
cash-crop wheat boom had ended on the reservation, the loca
tions of many allotments clearly reflected the wheat economy
Cramsie proudly reported in 1883 that "ten farmers, in what
is called 'Wood Lake district', have selected places out on
the prairie, and have broken from 10 to 20 acres each to sow
to wheat next season."

52

The special agent in charge of

making the allotments also favored locations that were suit
able to tillage production, but he tempered the Devils Lake
agent's influence by insisting that each family’s allotment
also contain some timber and meadow land.

John H, Waugh,

who had succeeded Cramsie as Devils Lake agent in 1890,
agreed with the special agent, and sought a return to self/

sufficiency through diversification of farming efforts.

53

By 1889, however, the Indian settlers had been under the
influence of the wheat-minded agents for some eighteen years
"^Annual Report, 1894, Serial No. 3306, p. 217. U.S.,
Congress, House, H.Doc. 98, Serial No. 1903, p p . 9-14. U.5.
President, A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the
Presidents, V o 17 XV (New ""York 7 Bureaxi of National Literature
19097, pp. 6998-7005.
5?
'Annual Report, 1883, Serial No. 2 1y0 , p. 82.
53 Annual Report, 1891, Serial No. 2934, p p . 317-318.
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and many Indian families had made improvements to their
intended allotments in order to meet the five-year culti
vation requirement and other requirements for the granting
of patents to the allotment lands.
The agents' encouragement of export-exploitation grain
production ran contrary to surviving traditional settlement
habits because it encouraged settlement of broad, relatively
flat areas that could be easily tilled.

The original band

settlements on the reservation were located in heavilytimbered and hilly lands, which afforded game, fuel, fodder,
and fresh water.

The preference for wooded hilly land over

flat lands apparently lasted through the allotment period,
and in 1902 tribal member Martin Blueshield explained that
the Indians still did not choose to live on their valuable
prairie lands which were being ceded as "excess" lands:
You say that our land is not so good as
that of the Yankton Reservation. But
myself and my friends are like mountain
sheep that like to remain on the bluffs.
If you go over the reservation you will
see that we chose the bluffy portions to
build our dwellings.
Nobody lives in
the level portion.54
The preference for hilly land was also reflected in the
allotment pattern at the sister agency of Devils Lake, the
Lake Traverse Reservation.

On that reservation a. large

percentage of all alloted lands were hilly and steep, and
much of this land was rocky as well. 55
54
U.S., Congress, House, H.Doc. 98, 1902, p. 27.
"^Murray, p p . 218-220.
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The pattern of land allotment reflected both the tradi
tional preferences and the influences of the new cash tillage
exploitation.

Virtually all of the heavily wooded areas of

the Devils Lake Reservation were alloted. including ribbon
like bands of allotments along the north side of the Sheyenne
River.

Areas around the original band settlements at Crow

Hill, Wood Lake, and St. Michael were nearly completely
claimed.

56

Timbered areas of the reservation were primarily

located on topographies ranging from strongly-rolling to
hilly and steep.

Indians also claimed 169 tracts of 40

acres or less that were occupied with fresh water marshes,
possibly for their potential as game and forage production
areas.
The Indians did, furwever, claim a large quantity of
prairie lands that did not contain timber and were not well
watered.

Of the 3,507 tracts of 40 acres or less that were

alloted, 2,881 tracts, or 82.1 percent, had topographies
that ranged from level to rolling and could, therefore,
ostensibly have been tilled for grain production.

However,

only 916 tracts, or 26.1 percent, had good to excellent
soil suitability for grain production.

Thirty-nine percent

of all allotment tracts had a soil suitability in the fair
to medium range, and 34.9 percent of the allotment lands were

56DU .S . Department of the Interior, General Land Office,
"Map of Devils Lake Indian Lands, North Dakota, to be dis
posed of under the Acts of Congress of April 27, 1904, and
the President's proclamation thereunder," National Archives
of the United States, Cartographic Reports, RG-49.
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poor to unsuitable fox' cash-crop grain production.
The lands not claimed for allotments were generally
flat sandy prairies in the southeast and southwest areas
of the reservation, but pockets of nearly flat to rolling
lands were claimed throughout the reservation.

Unalloted

lands in the southeastern part of the reservation \\rere poor
to unsuitable for tillage crop production, but throughout
the rest of the reservation unalloted lands were generally
fair to excellent for crop production.

The lands highly

suited to extensive cash-crop exploitation that were not
alloted usually were located some distance from old band
settlement centers.

Conversely, unalloted lands near those

old settlement centers were usually both un-timbered ,
relatively unsuited for cereal crop production.
Indian claims included much land that was high y suit
able for stock raising, but due to the small, aver

,e acreage

of the allotments, 116 acres, and the preference of the
agents for wheat economy, stock raising was not a major
factor in the establishment of the allotment pattern.

Agent

McLaughlin's attempt to diversify the reservation economy
by means of stock raising in 1876-78 was not repeated until
the 1920's, long after the initial settlement pattern had
been established.
The relative effects of the major factors that in
fluenced reservation settlement are not definable, but it
is clear that traditional preferences of exploitive strategy

TABLE 2
Lands Alloted to Indians By
•; t X ‘ --‘*'r':'
NL

UND

R

SR

HS

Units :

1261

747

873

194

Percent:

35.9%

21.3%

24. 9%

5.5%

(NL)
(UND)
(R)
(SR)
(HS)
(M)

Nearly Level
Undulating
Rolling
Strongly Rolling
Hilly and Steep
Marsh or Slough

?raphy and Soil Suitability

M

G-E

F-M

P-U

Total

263

169

916

1366

1225

3507

7.5%

4.8 %

26.1%

39.0%

34.9%

100%

(G-E) Good to Excellent for grain production
(F-M) Fa.ir to Medium for grain production
(P-U) Poor to Unsuitable for grain production
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spatial organization of population, and topography were
influential in the choice of homesites and allotments.

The

economy of the settlers of the time of confinement to the
reservation had been one of wide-area large group diffusion,
but by the beginning of the reservation period, this adap
tive strategy was no longer viable.

The dominant exploitive,

strategy of the early reservation period was small-plot
subsistence farming, which both brought self-sufficiency to
the Indians and allowed them to retain band affiliations
through close spacial organization.

The promotion of the

ill-fated wheat cash economy on the reservation also had
major effects on the settlement pattern by increasing the
amount of land in each allotment and diffusing the popula
tion over a wider area.
fhe allotment settlement pattern on the Devils Lake
Reservation is an illustration of the effects of two mutual
ly unworkable policies toward Indian settlement.

The Devils

Lake Reservation was established in 1867 in part because the
topography would allow a traditional hunting and gardening
economy.

The policies of the administration of the Devils

Lake Agency, however, were directed toward assimilation of
the Indians into the general national economy and society
at the earliest possible date.

CHAPTER IV
Euro-American Settlement
Euro-American knowledge about the Devils Lake vicinity
prior to settlement was mixed in its assessment of the
region.

Earliest explorations in the area w re by fur

traders who found the area to be abundant in game, but a
dangerous place because of the hostile Dakota.

In 1838,

however, the Jean Nicollet-John C. Fremont expedition dubbed
the same area the "Salt Walter Region" on maps of their ex
ploration .1

Reliable maps of the area were not available

until after 1875, when General Land Office surveyors began
to chart the lands in the preparation for settlement.

The

survey of all lands in the study area was not completed until
9
1887, by which time much of the area was already settled,/"
Euro-American settlement of the study area occurred in
three waves: an initial pre-survey period, the "Great Dakota
Boom" of 1882-188, and the later "Second Boom" of the 1890's
and early 1900's.

The initial settlement occurred in the:

area to the east of Stump Lake, in present Nelson County,
and appears to have been the leading edge of the agricultural
settlement moving west from the Red River Valley.

Earliest

The Expeditions of John Charles Fremont, eds. Donald Jackson
and Mary Lee Spence (Chicago: Univ. Chicago Press, 1970) Map
Portfolio: Map 1.

2U.S. Department of the Interior, General Land Office, Survey
Plats and Notes of Surveyors, on file at State Water Commis
sion, Bismarck, N.D.
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General Land Office survey maps show scattered single settle
ments or small group settlements increasing in frequency
3

from this western limit to the Red River Valley.

Survey

records include the names of many of the squatters, and
Scots-Irish and French Mltis appear to have been the dominant
ethnic groups in this settlement.

These settlements were not

permanent, however, and in 1885 none of the settlers listed
in the surveyors' notes were counted in a Territorial
Census.^
A second incidence of settlement in the initial period
was at Graham's Island, a heavily wooded peninsula on the
north side of Devils Lake.

In 1880 and 1881 nine families

settled on Graham's Island, and again Scots, Irish and
French Metis were the dominant ethnic groups.

Four of the

families had formerly resided at Fort Totten, just to the
south across the lake, and all others had formerly resided
in eastern Minnesota.

This island of settlement depended

on Fort Totten as its source of goods, and grew gradually
until 1887.

Because of their early date of settlement, the

Graham's Island settlers obtained probably the best of all
territories open for white settlement in the region.

The

economy of the settlers was balanced between subsistence

^Ibid.
4
U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census
of Dakota Territory 1885, on file at State Historical
Society of North Dakota,' Bismarck.
"Tiace Old Mail Route:
from Grand Forks to Fort Totten", Grand Forks (N.D.) Herald
29 September 1940.

gardening, wheat tillage, cattle production, and the sale of
wood.

A. limited open range cattle industry existed in the

first several years, as the settlers fenced the Military
Wood Reserve on the south quarter of Graham’s Island as a
common pasture.

5

If there was one place where humid-area,

small subsistence farming was practical in the Devils Lake
study area, it was Graham’s Island.
The growth of the Graham's Island settlement from 1882
through 1837 coincided with the major boom in settlement in
the Devils Lake region.

Although the general periphery of

settlement had been moving westward from the Red River
Valley for some time, the main impetus for the surge in
settlement was the extension through the area of the St.
Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway.

The railroad had

reached Larimore, on the edge of the Red River Valley, in
1881 and pushed on to Bartlett on what is now the eastern
border of Ramsey County in 1882.

The railroad continued

in 1883 to the new townsite of Creelsburgh, which soon be
came the town of Devils Lake.

Devils Lake remained the rail

head until 1886 when the track was laid to Minot and beyond.

Usher L. Burdick, "Recollections and Reminiscences of
Graham's Island", Collections 3 (Bismarck: State Historical
Society of North Dakota, ID 10") , p p . 200-204.
^Frank E. Vyzralek, "A Chronology of Railroad Construction
and Abandonment in North Dakota, 1872-1960", unpublished
research paper, State Historical Society of North Dakota,
Bismarck, unpag.
John Lee Coulter, "Industrial History of
the Red River of the North", Collections 3 (Bismarck: State
Historical Society of North Dakota, 1910), p. 585.
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A second rail line entered the study area from the
south.

In 1883, 1884 and 1885 the Jamestown and Northern

Railroad Company laid tracks from Jamestown to Minnewaukan,
at the west end of Devils Lake.

This rail line opened

access to the study area from the Northern Pacific Railroad
transcontinental route through Jamestown, and Minnewaukan
remained the rail head from 1884 to 1889 when the line con
nected with the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba at
Leeds.^

The rail line skirted the western edge of the

Devils Lake Reservation and, therefore, did not greatly
affect settlement by the Indians.

It was later discovered,

however, that both the railroad and some of the ribbon of
settlement along the line were on Indian lands due to a
faulty survey in 1875.

The Indians were compensated for

this land at $1.25 per acre, far less than the $20.00 per
O
acre estimated worth in 1902.
The effects of the railroad construction on land settle
ment and tovTisite construction were dramatic.

The town of

Barlett was the end of the rails during the fall and winter
of 1882-1883, and in that time grew from a population of a
few persons to an estimated 2,000 persons.^

Dramatic growth

^North Dakota, Commissioner of Agriculture, "North Dakota
Yearbook," North Dakota Magazine, Vol. IV, No. 4 (Bismarck:
1910), p. 2 5 .

8

U.S., Congress, House, "Agreement With the Indians of Devils
Lake Reservation," Letter from the Secretary of the Interio r ,
H.Doc. 98, 57th Cong., 1st sess., 1902.
q
Harold p Bab'-'orV "Hi ;fori cal Geoprar1-'” ",r Devi 1 s T
North UdKoia,
^Masters thesis, University oi W a s h i n g ..
1952) , P . 36.
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was also experienced by the other townsites spaced about
every six miles along the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
line; location of a townsite on a rail line virtually
assuring its success in the early settlement period.
Several townsites not on the rail line did not fare as
well.

In 1881 and early 1882 anticipation apparently ran

high that the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba would
build directly west from 'Larimore to Fort Totten, then the
only settlement in the Devils Lake area.

By late 1882 three

townsites had been platted along this survey line.

Harris

burg, located at the eastern extremity of Stump Lake, was
platted by George Walsh in June, 1882, and grew until early
1883 when it reportedly contained a general store, seven
saloons, and only a few permanent dwellings.

Wamduska

townsite, named for the Dakota Indian name for Stump Lake,
was located at the narrows of Stump Lake were it was thought
the rail line would cross the lake.

This townsite was

developed by the Wamduska Improvement Company, including
George B. Clifford and David Olmstead.

Wamduska reached its

peak in the spring of 1883 when it contained a large hotel,
two saloons, a restaurant, and two general stores.

Walsh,

Clifford and Olmstead were prominent figures in the develop
ment of the northern Red River Valley in North Dakota, and
particularly the townsites of Grand Forks and Larimore. 10
^ B a b c o c k , p p . 180-181.
I n t e r v i e w w i t h G e o r g e B. Burklund
c o n d u c t e d in r u r a l Nelson Countv
North Dakota, on A”'-"’• ‘
■unu is the
...
of the it
or Harr is Du

townsite.

Interview with Jacob Geritz conducted in rural
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The townsite of Odessa was located at the narrows be
tween East Bay and Main Bay of Devils Lake, where it was
thought the rail line from the east would cross that lake.
Odessa was platted in November, 1882, and promoted by the
Devils Lake Townsite Company.

By the end of 1882 the tow

contained a large hotel, two saloons, a feed store, and ap
parently several permanent residences.^

When the capitol

of Dakota Territory was moved from Yankton in 1882, the
Odessa promoters offered an incentive of 160 acres of land
and $200,000 to have the capitol placed at Odessa.

Although

the monetary incentive was twice as large as any other city’s
offer, Bismarck became the new capitol.

In 1883 the St.

Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba passed several miles to the
north of Odessa, Harrisburg and Wamduska, and these townsites
began an immediate decline.

Many of the buildings of these

three towns were moved to new townsites on the rail line, and
13
by 1891 all three sites were abandoned as townsites.'*
1
Lakota, North Dakota on August 18, 1975.
of the former Wamduska townsite.

Geritz is the owner

“^"Babcock, p p . 180-183. Mary Ann Barnes Williams, Origins of
North Dakota Place Names (Bismarck: Bismarck Tribune! 1961)
p! 42. Helen Foughty, "Origins of City Names in Ramsey
County," Lake ^Guide (Devils Lake: Ness Printing, June, 1974),
p. 4.
Interview" with Lawrence Kirk conducted in rural Ramsey
County, North Dakota on June 24, 1975. Kirk owns the former
townsite of Odessa.
12

Merle Potter, "The North Dakota State Capitol Fight," North
Dakota Historical Quarterly, 7 N o .1 (Bismarck, State
Historical Society, 1932) , p p . 31-34.
Babcock, p p . 180-183.
Foughty. p. 4. "Nelson
vy .
Grand Forks Hera 1d , November 28, i.,39, p. 2. Bernice Seebart ,
"History, Nelson County, North Dakota," Federal Writers Pro
ject papers, State Historical Society of North Dakota,
Bismarck, p. 4.
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Several other townsites developed and failed in the
Devils Lake vicinity.

Jerusalem, located south of Odessa

on the East Bay of Devils Lake, was apparently never platted,
but served as a community mail and supply center from 1882
to about 1920.

Jerusalem was also the easternmost port of

steamboat transportation on Devils Lake from 1883 to 1887,
and was particularly important as such in the summer of 1883
before the railroad reached Devils Lake.

Devils Lake City

was platted in November, 1882, about one and a half miles
southeast of Creelsburgh (now Devils Lake), but was abandoned
when Creelsburgh became the rail head in July of 1883.
Grand Harbor Townsite was located on a deep bay of
Devils Lake, ideal for steamboat traffic, and was platted in
1882.

By early 1883 the town contained two hotels, two

lumber yards, a blacksmith shop,

an

implement dealership,

half a dozen stores, several saloons, and the first news
paper of the region.

Grand Harbor was located to the south

west of Creelsburgh and presented the latter townsite with
its only major competition for the region's settlement
trade.

In 1886 the railroad passed about a mile to the north

of Grand Harbor and a rival townsite, also named Grand
Harbor, was established at trackside.

Structures were moved

from the old townsite to the new, and by 1889 the former1
4
14

Babcock, pp 61, 185
vans, p 41.
Interview with
Lanvin Christop. .erson conducted at rural Crary, North Dakota,
on July 23. 1974.
Christopherson's father, John C. Christopherson, operated the Jerusalem Post Office until it closed
about 1905.
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townsite was abandoned. 15
Two short-lived townsites were established on the west
end of Devils Lake in anticipation of the construction of
the Jamestown and Northern Railroad through those sites.
New Chicago townsite was established by M. B. "Sheet Iron"
Brown in the spring of 1883 and abandoned by the end of
1884.

At its height in the summer of 1883, the town in

cluded a general store, a shoe shop, two beer parlors, a
land agent, and a druggist.

By the fall of 1884 all but one

of these businesses had moved to the rival townsite of West
End. about a mile to the south.

West End was established in

the spring of 1883 by a syndicate of investors, and platted
in September of that year.

By 1884 the town had a lumber

yard, restaurant, hotel, livery, building contractor, two
attorneys, a bank, pharmacy, grocery, dry goods store, and
a cigar and liquor store.

The town also boasted a steamboat

wharf 400 feet long, and a newspaper was published at the
town for 16 weeks in 1884.

New Chicago and West End depended

heavily on steamboat transportation, and when the Jamestown
and Northern Railroad made clear its plans to make ' mewaukan its rail head in May, 1884, the two t.uwnsites were
abandoned.^
‘*3 A. I. Andreas, pub., Andreas H istorical Atlas of Dakota.
(Chicago: Lakeside Press’^ 1884)", p. 204"
CTement LounsFerry,
"A History of Counties," North Dakota Magazine , Vol. 1. No.
3 (Bismarck: North Dakota Commissioner of Agriculture and
Labor, 1906), p. 55.
^ Andreas, p. 206. West End News, May 3, 1884, partial copy
in the Federal Writers Project papers, State Historical
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The fates of West End, New Chicago, Grand Harbor,
Odessa and Jerusalem were in part dependent on the relative
importance of steamboat transportation in the frontier
economy of the Devils Lake area.

The era of steamboat navi

gation on the lake began in the spring of 1883 when a
Captain Soper launched the "Arrow", a six-ton screw-driven
tug, at Odessa.

17

Soper was followed in his operation by

Captain E. E. Heerman, who launched his side-wheeler "Minnie
H" at his boatyard on Rock Island in June, 1883.

Heerman

quickly took command of the shipping on the lake, and in
the fall of 1883 bought the "Arrow".

The smaller boat was

rebuilt, renamed the "Rock Island", and returned to service
on the lake in the spring of 1884.

Soper had supplied much

of the shipping to the townsite New Chicago, and loss of the
competitive shipping may have caused that townsite's failure
to compete with West End, in which Heerman was a major in18
vestor.
The era of steam navigation was from 1883 to 1910, but*
1

Society of North Dakota, Bismarck.
Henry T. McPhillips,
pub., Minnewaukan Illustrated (Larimore, N.D.: Pioneer Print,
1901), unpag.
E. L. WaTdo, Dakota: An Informal Study of
Territorial Days (Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printers, 1931.) ,
p. J35. Babcock, p p . 183-184.
"Minnewaukan, Dakota - 1883,"
Federal Writers Project papers, State Historical Society of
North Dakota, Bismarck, p p . 11-14.
■^Andreas, p. 90.
1O

Babcock, p p . 90-92.
" N o r t h D a k o t a P i o n e e r s , " G r a n d Forks
Herald, July 3, 1921, d . 4.
"Minnewaukan, Dako t a -~T883,TT
p. 1 1 .
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many areas of Devils Lake had lost boat service long before
the latter date.

The level of Devils Lake fell about

twelve vertical feet between 1880 and 1910, so that naviga
tion became dangerous in many places.

By 1887 the larger

boats could not safely pass through the Odessa Narrows to
Odessa and Jerusalem, and by 1888 Minnewaukan was no longer
serviced by regular water transportation.

The "Minnie H"

became primarily an excursion craft, and with the establish
ment of the North Dakota Chautauqua at Lakewood, on Rock
Island, in 1893, the steamboat business received a temporary
rejuvenation.

The North Dakota Chautauqua may have been

the second largest organization of its kind in the nation.
Reported crows of up to 15,000 persons in one day provided
heavy passenger loads for the "Minnie H".

By 1909, however,

the Chautauqua fervor had quieted and the lake level con
tinued to drop.

In the fall of that year Heerman pulled the

"Minnie H" from the water for the last time.^
The steamboats and railroads that penetrated the study
area provided viable transportation for persons coming into
prospective settlement areas, transportation of building and
other materials into the region, and an insured means of
marketing the products of the settlement.
19

As indicated by*
4

Heerman J. Naugle, "The Story of the Minnie H, Captain E.
E. Heerman, Owner and Operator," Lake Guide, March, 1974
(Devils Lake, N.D.: Ness PrintingJ\ p. 3. Governor John
Burke, "North Dakota Resources," North Dakota Magazine, Vol.
4,
No. 2 (Bismarck: N.D. Commissioner oF Agriculture and
Labor, 1910), p. 69.
"North Dakota Pioneers," Grand Forks
Herald, July 3, 1921, p. 4. Babcock, p p . 24, 9 F - 9 7 7 T 0 4 .
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the fate of the several transient townsites discussed above
location on a rail line was essential to the success and
continued existence of a townsite because even the steam
boat supply system was dependent on the railroads after
1883.

In the southern and western sections of the study

area the successful townsites of New7 Rockford, Sheyenne
and Oberon, as well as Lallie Station, were all located on
the Jamestown and Northern route.
Limitation of townsites to the two rail routes left
much of the study area long distances from supply and
market centers, and the result of this situation was
obvious.

Lands most distant from trade and transportation

centers were generally the last to be substantially
settled.

Because of the lower demand for this territory,

the distant lands were considered to be of less value than
similar property near the market centers.

20

Conversely,

good lands near the townsites were attractive both for
actual settlement and for speculative piarposes.
Part of the problem of distance from supply and com
munications centers was eased by the establishment of at
least 21 rural post offices in the study area before 1890.
These post offices were usually located in the home of a
settler, and often a small general store was operated in2
0

20

"North Dakota Yearbook," North Dakota Magazine, V o l . U
No. 3 (Bismarck: N.D. Commissioner of Agriculture and Labor
1910), p. 27.

conjunction with the post office,

21

The post offices were

established in response to settlement rather than as
speculative centers from which settlement would radiate.
The post offices also were not markets or shipping points
for grain, cattle, or other farm products.

Rural post

office sites and townsites of the period 1882-1890 are
shown on Figure 2.
The settlement population served by the townsites and
post offices came in a surge in 1882 and 1883, and then the
influx slowed to a steady and continual arrival of settlers
until about 1890.

The population of the four counties of

the study area grew from virtually nothing in 1880 to 8,382
persons in 1885, and 12,548 persons in 1890.

22

The areas

to the north and east of Devils Lake, in which areas it
was supposed the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba line
would be built, received the heaviest interest by land
seekers in 1882 and 1883.

By the late summer of 1882 much

of the north shore of Devils Lake had been claimed, and

21

Andreas, p p . 72-73. Eddy County Young Citizens League,
Pioneering in Eddy County (New Rockford, N.D.: n.p., 1954),
pi 10. Wl W . Hixson, pub., Plat Book of North Dakota
(Pvockford, 111., W. W. Hixson-] TT9T9), unpag.
George H.
Phillips, Post Offices and Postmarks of Dakota Territory
(Crete, Neb.’
: J. BT Publishing Company, 1973) , p p . 21 -b 6 .
Williams, p p . 19, 102-104, 212-215', 238-241.
Tolna Bi
centennial Committee, Tolna and Tolna Community Bicenten
nial History (Tolna, N.D.: nip". , 1976) ."p." 31
22

U.S., Census, Census of Dakota Territory, 1885. State
Historical Society of North Dakota, Bismarck.
North Dakota,
Commissioner of Agriculture and Labor, First Biennial Report
(Bismarck: State Printers, 1890), pp . 1ST-188.

Figure 2: Railroads and Inland Post Offices
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settlers were beginning to claim land in the second tier of
sections from the lakeshore.

By 1883 there were reportedly

15,000 acres under cultivation by 3,000 squatters on the
north shore.

The location of the Creelsburgh townsite was

apparently well chosen, and by the early spring of 1883 all
land within seven miles of the townsite was reportedly
settled.

In eighteen months the town grew7 to a population

of one thousand persons.

23

Persons who took part in the north shore land rush did
so illegally since Indian claims to the territory had not
been quieted and the lands had not yet been surveyed.

The

Turtle Mountain Chippew^a had claimed all lands northward
from Devils Lake, and in 1882 the Secretary of the Interior
had upheld these claims.

Efforts by Heber M. Creel, owner

of the Creelsburgh townsite, to have Congress restore the
lands to the public domain failed in 1882, but in 1883 the
Secretary of the Interior opened the lands to general entry
Surveys continued in 1883, and the Devils Lake Land Office
0/
was established in June of that year.
The rush to claim lands on the north shore of Devils
23

Walter Prescott Webb, The Great Plains (New York: Ginn &
Co., 1931), p. 280.
Babcock, pp" T T , 3U-39.
Elwyn B.
Pvobinson, History of North Dakota (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1966) , pi 145.
Interview with Ole Bryn con
ducted at rural Devils Lake, North Dakota, on July 14, 1976.
Bryn's father and grandfather claimed lands away from Devils
Lake because all lakeshore properties had been claimed by
June, 1883.
2 A-

"Biographies of National, State and Legislative Officers of
North Dakota," North Dakota Magazine V o l . I., No. 6 (Bismarck:
N.D. Commissioner of Agriculture and Labor, 1906), p. 139.
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Lake illustrated the speculative nature of this initial
settlement.

Most of the lands bordering the lake are at

best only fair for crop production and are often both
alkaline and rocky.

However, these lands had the same

three qualities that the townsite speculators had sought:
location on a lake, anticipated close proximity to a rail
road, and at least some timber.

These three qualities

clearly outweighed agricultural considerations because in
most cases good to excellent crop land was available no more
than three miles from the lake shore, and the squatters
would have to cross some excellent lands in traveling to
the lake.

The extent to which speculation influenced the

choice of north shore lands, as compared with the influences
of salable wood and aesthetic qualities of the location, is
not easily defined, but as late as 1885 several persons
living in the area identified themselves as "speculators".

25

Speculation seems to have been the chief impetus for
the claiming of vast amounts of agricultural land throughout
the study area and the region between 1881 and 1885.

One

indication of the motives of the claimants was the speed at
which original homstead, timber culture, and pre-emption
claims were converted to private patent through cash-sale
conversion.

At the end of its first year of operation, on

June 30, 1884, the Devils Lake Land Office had conducted
455 cash sales transactions, including conversion of 326

25

Census of Dakota Territory 1885.
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pre-emption claims of 50,778 acres and 64 homestead claims
of 10,212 acres.

During this same period 458 original home

stead claims, 648 Timber Culture Act entries, and 1,26s
pre-emption declaratory statements were filed.

26

The year

ending June 30, 1885, saw 709 cash sales transactions, 422
original homestead entries, 910 Timber Culture Act entries,
and 1,222 pre-emption declaratory filings.

Final homestead

entries in these two years numbered only 14 in 1884 and 8 in
1885.27
The Grand Forks Land Office included all of the study
area until 1883 and most of the area east of Devils Lake
until the close of the settlement period.

Statistics about

transactions in this office indicate the increasing number
of speculative claims as the'Devils Lake land rush gained
momentum.

The year ending June 30, 1882, saw 2,524 cash

sales transactions which included 1,360 pre-emption and 984
homestead conversions; 2,973 original homestead filings,
1,271 Timber Culture Act entries, and 1,981 pre-emption
declaratory statements were also filed that year.

The

similarity of the number of cash sales to original home
steads of this year was not carried through to the next
2 (3
DU.S., Department of the Interior, General Land Gffice,
Annual Report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
to the Secretary of the Interio r , for the Fiscal"Year Ernied
30 June 1884', Serial Set N o . 2286, p p . 101-102.
Hereafter,
annual reports of the Commissioner will be referred to as
G.L.O. Commissioner, followed by ending year of report
period, serial set number and pagination.

27Ibid.

G.L.O. Commissioner,

1885, Serial No. 2378, p. 411.
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fiscal year, ending June 3C, 18S3.

In that year 3,483 cash

transactions included conversion of 1,392 pre-emption claims
and 1,658 homestead commutations.

Only 1,479 new h o m e s t e a d

filings were made, along with 683 timber culture and 1,296
pre-emption claims.

Ninety-seven homesteads came to final

_
28
entry.
In fiscal year 1884 the Grand Forks Land Office had
2,568 cash transactions including 1,780 pre-emption and 700
homestead conversions.

Original homestead entries numbered

1,155, and 1,182 timber culture claims and 2,950 pre-emption
declarations were filed.

The same trend continued in fiscal

year 1885, when 1,404 cash sale transactions were completed,
but only 756 original homestead entries were filed.

In that

year 1,239 pre-emption declarations and 841 timber culture
claims were made.

In most land offices in Dakota Territory

in that year, pre-emption declaratory filings exceeded
original homestead entries; only in the Fargo Land district
did homestead entries significantly exceed pre-emption
filings in number.

29

The popularity of pre-emption and timber culture
entries, and their eventual conversion to fee simple title
by cash sale were explained by Thomas W. Jaycox, Special
Agent of the General Land Office in Aberdeen, Dakota
O O

G.L.O. Commissioner, 1882, Serial No. 2099, p. 147; 1883
Serial No. 2286, pT 122.
u.L.O. Commissioner, 1884, Serial No. 2286, p. 102; 1885,
Serial No. 2378, p p . 411, 413.
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Territory:
The practice largely prevails of imme
diately abandoning "the land when cash
entry is made for the same.
Fully 75
per cent, of the entries made under the
provisions of the pre-emption laws are
made for speculation, and not for a
home and for cultivation.
The claimants
mortgage their claims for as large a
loan as they can procure upon the land,
then make a homestead filing, move in
town, return to the East where they came
from when they entered the land, or
offer the same for sale when it is pur
chased by non-resident speculators.
The
result in either case is the same--the
land is left unoccupied.
I am of the opinion that 90 per cent, of
the entries that are made under the pro
visions of the timber-culture act are
made purely for speculation.
The entryman when he makes entry intends to re
linquish the land at the end of three
years at the farthest, when the relin~~
quishment will be worth from $200 to $500.
Beginning in 1882, Commissioners of the General Land
Office began bringing the charges of wholesale fraud to the
attention of Congress and closed some areas to final entry.
Special agents were hired by the General Land Office to
investigate claims and to report on the rate of compliance
with United States land laws.

One of these special agents,

A. M. Easterly, investigated a portion of the study area in
1886.

In Township 152, Range 59, Easterly found that 76

pre-emption and 89 homestead entries had been made, but:
IjSixty five of the pre-emptions were)
entries in which the laws in respect
to habitancy, improvement and culti
vation were not complied with and
30

C-.L.O. Commissioner, 1885, Serial No. 2378, p. 206.
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only 11 entrymen were resident on the
land.
Of the homesteads, 9 entrymen
were in residency and 30 were not legally
complied with.
38 transfers had been
made of record and 44 timber culture
entries also filed.31
When local residents intimated that the township se
lected for scrutiny would show more fraud and less settle
ment than any township in the district, Easterly examined
three other townships in the study area:
In township 152N. R. 60W., were found
17 actual settlers, but the tract books
at the local land office showed that 60
pre-emption cash entries and 32 commuted
homestead entries were made in said
township.
In township 151N., R. 59W.,
were found 10 actual settlers, but the
tract books show that 32 pre-emption cash
entries and 5 commuted homestead entries
were made in sard township.
It also
appears in the track books at the local
land office that all lands in these
townships not proved upon are covered
and held by D. S. {pre-emption declara
tory statement^, H. E. 01ornesteadj , and
T. C. ^timber culture] filings, and the
lands not occupied by the actual settlers
have but little and often no improvements,
consisting only of a few acres broken
about the year 1883 and 1884, and no
buildings or other evidences of actual
settlement.
The lands embraced within
these said townships rank with the
choicest agricultural lands of Dakota.
As is evident in the exasperation of the General Land
Office, actual settlers were virtually indistinguishable
from speculator claimants when making claims or converting
claims by cash purchase.

31
32

G.L.O. Commissioner
Ibid

Whether by absentee speculators

1886, Serial No. 2541, p. 147
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or actual settlers, most of the lands for several miles f r o m
the railroads had been claimed by 1886 and so chat first
phase of dense settlement was well under way.

Settlers of

the late first boom period and the second boom of the
1890 's would apparently find empty lands in the study area,
but these lands were already in private ownership.
Settlers who had arrived in the study area by 1885 and
were subsequently included in the Territorial Census of that
year were of many nationalities and former locations.

The

8,142 persons in Ramsey, Nelson and Eddy Counties, in which
the study area principally lies, included 4,785 persons
(59 percent) born in the United States and 3,357 persons
(41 percent) born in other countries, including Canada.

The

population was virtually racially homogenous, with 8 , 1 2 1
whites, 16 Negros, and 5 Chinese.

Persons who identified

themselves as farmers numbered 2,181, or about 27 percent
of the total population, but this figure does not include
dependents of farmers and also may not include some persons
who were both farmers and laborers.
Six h u n d r e d s e v e n t y - t h r e e p ersons h a v e bee n i d e n t i f i e d
w h o w e r e pre s e n t

in the

study a r e a in 1885 and who later

became

lando w n e r s of p r o p e r t y

sample

includes

persons

of all

in the study area.
the ma j o r n a t i o n a l

This
stocks

O O

D a k o t a T e r r i t o r i a l Census 1885, Ramsey, Eddy and Nelson
counties.
T h e s e figures r e p r e s e n t the w h o l e counties as
then constituted.
B e n s o n C o u n t y figures are not i n c luded
b e c a u s e the study area only p e r i p h e r a l l y touches the p o r 
tions of that county that were c a n v a s s e d in 1885.
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and/or parentage groups present in the study area in 1885,
and also several of the minor groups.

The United States

was the birthplace of 330 of the settlers (49 percent),
followed by Norway with 139 parsons (20.6 percent), Canada
with 84 persons (12.5 percent), and unknown foreign nations
with 32 persons (4.8 percent).

Other national birthplaces

were Germany, 26 persons; Sweden, 19 persons; Ireland, 16
persons; England, 14 persons; Scotland, 7 persons; Denmark,
3 persons; and Switzerland, Italy and Belgium, 1 person
each.

Birthplaces of the fathers of the settlers included

all of these nations, as well as unidentified foreign
nations and an unknown place of the father’s birth for 14
settlers.
The 673 persons of the sample would represent nearly
31 percent of all farmers present in 1885 in the three
counties in which the study area is located, but the sample
likely represents a much higher percentage of the farmers
in the study area itself.

The lower percentage of American-

born farmers in the study sample in relation to the general
population may be accounted for in part by a relatively
high percentage of American-born persons in professional
OA
and retail trade occupations in the region.J
The locations

of the s a m p l e settlements,

illustrated

in Figures 3 and 4, show the influences of both the railroad penetration of the area and the general movement of
34
Ibid.
"Pioneer B u s i n e s s m e n in M i n n e w a u k a n " , Federal
W r i ters Proj e c t papers, B e n s o n County, State Historical
S o c i e t y of N o r t h Dakota,

Bismarck.
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the settlement line westward from the Red River Valley.
The most frequent incidence of settlement sites was within
eight miles of one of the railroad lines, and the average
distance from a railroad for all settlements was 8.39
miles.

As might be expected, the portion of the study

area farthest from the railroads, in Townships 149 and 150
and Ranges 62 and 63, received very few settlers at this
early date.
The westward movement of settlement not directly re
lated to the railroad construction is evident it. a heavy
concentration of settlement in the south eastern corner of
the study area.

Settlement in this area, and primarily in

the valley of the Sheyenne River, may have begun as early
as 1879.

In 1881 a group of Norwegian immigrants is known

to have settled there.

The location of this area nearly

directly west o f the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Railway railhead at Larimore in 1881 may also have contri
buted to this concentration of settlement.

The combined

factors of railroad construction and the independent west
ward settlement movement are also visible in a definite
tendency for settlements to occur to the south of that
railroad line.

Figures 3 and 4 only partially indicate that

tendency, but very few settlements were made more than eight
miles to the north of the rail lines.
A s ec o n d c o n c e n t r a t i o n of settlement not directly

35

Seebart, p . 4.
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related to the railroad construction occurred in the south
western portion of the study area, in Townships 149 and 150
and Ranges 64 and 65.

The settlement in this area was begun

in late 1882 by a group of Americans from Chautauqua, New
York, and later included German, Irish, Canadian, and
36
English-born settlers.

This settlement concentration 'was

also indirectly influenced by a railroad, however, because
the settlements were a northern extension of settlement
from the Northern Pacific Railroad at Jamestown.
Group settlement by persons of the same ethnic stock
or national birth place did not occur to the extent that
persons of other origins were execluded from any general
area; but identifiable ethnic concentrations did occur.
American-born settlers were most heavily and closely sit
uated in the northeastern, northcentral, and southwestern
portions of the study area, near the railroads.

Canadian-

born settlement centers were in three area: the far south
eastern corner of the study area, an area to the northwest
of Stump Lake, and in Township 154 and Ranges 64 and 65.
Norweigians also concentrated settlement in three areas:
the general southeastern corner of the study area, around
the Sheyenne River; in Townships 153 and 154 and Ranges 62
and 63; and in Township 154 and Ranges 65 and 6 6 .

A loose

settlement grouping of persons identified as being of
"foreign" birth occurred to the northeast of Stump Lake.
36

Andreas, p. 72.

Pioneering in Eddy County, p p . 10, 31.

The settlers of the study group were among the first
persons to enter the area for settlement purposes and,
therefore, were quite free to choose lands suited to their
intended exploitive strategies.

Three thousand parcels of

land of 40 acres, more or less, were claimed by these
settlers in the study area.

Some parcels were chosen in

each of the seven topographic zones of the area, and lands
chosen ranged in soil suitability for grain production from
"excellent" to "unsuitable".

The strongest preference among

the whole number of the study group was for lands that were
both nearly level and well-soiled for grain production.
Nearly level lands accounted for 1,723 parcels or 57.4
percent of the total; followed by undulating lands, 30.6
percent; steeply sloping lands, 5.2 percent; and rolling
lands, 5.1 percent.

The topographic zones most conducive

to extensive crop production, the nearly level, undulating,
and rolling lands, together amounted to 9 3 . 1 percent of all
lands claimed by the study group.
A similar preference for crop-suitable lands is evident
from the soils types on which the settlements were made.
Lands rated good to excellent for grain crop production
comprised 6 8 . 6 percent of all lands chosen.

Lands rated

fair to medium for this purpose were 16.0 percent of the
total, and lands rated poor to unsuitable comprised 15.4
percent of all lands chosen.
The high percentage of poor to unsuitable lands chosen
may be somewhat misleading because this category includes

some lands with a steeply sloping to nearly level topography,
which lands may range from "unsuitable" to "excellent" for
grain production.

Nearly all of these problem lands are

located on the valley slopes of the Shevenne River Valley,
and have been classified as poor to unsuitable because
nearly any 40-acre parcel will contain some land unsuitable
for crop production.

As mentioned previously, however,

these lands might have been particularly attractive for
subsistence, diversified, or stock-raising exploitation.
The various ethnic or national groups showed marked
differences in landforms and soil preferences, indicating
differing motivations in choice of settlement locations.
The groups also apparently held differing views about the
value of settling near the railroad lines.

Assessment of

lands claimed by each of the 29 groixps in the study group
is presented in Table 3, and average distance of settlement
from railroads for each group is presented in Table 4 below.
The preference for lands at least marginally suited
for extensive cash crop exploitation was shared by all
groups and ethnic stocks.

However, the majority of lands

chosen by four groups was of medium of lower soil suitability
for extensive crop exploitation: American born of Swedish
fathers and fathers of unknown origin, and Canadians born
of American fathers and fathers of unknown origin.

These

four groups together comprised only 22 persons and their
lands represented less than three percent of all land parcels

Table 3
Lands Chosen by Euro-American Settlement Groups
In Percengates of Totals for Each Group
Nationality/
Father's Nationality

NL

UND

R

SR

HS

SS

.5

.7

2.5

American/American
American/Canadian
American/Norweigian
Amer ican/Unknown
American/Foreign
American/English
American/Irish
American/Scots
American/Swedish
American/German

66.9
57.1
60.7
68.9
53.2
60.0
70.0
50.0
75.0
52.0

23.7
35.7
22.5
4.4
42.6
28.0
26.3
37.5
25.0
40.0

5.2
7.1
5.6
24.4
1.1
4.0
3.8

All American Born

65.2

25.2

5.5

Canadian/Canadian
Canadian/Scots
Canadian/Foreign
Canad ian/ Arner ic an
Canadian/Irish
Canadian/Unknown
Cana dian/German
Canadian/English

78.7
53.9
60.8
71.4
59.8
75.0

2.9
3.8
3.8
7.1
3.4

25.0

17.6
42.3
36.5
21.4
28.7
25.0
100.0
75.0

All Canadian Born

6o.6

29.1

2.7

.5

German/German
Norweigian/Norweigian
Swed ish/Swedish
Foreign/Foreign
Irish/Irish
English/English

48.1
42.2
35.5
53.9
46.6
36.9

35.8
32.9
52.6
43.3
45.2
53.8

5.7
5.4
11.8
2.1
1.4
9.2

1.9
.8

M
.4

11.2
2.2
3.2
8.0
12.5

8.0
.4

.5

2.6

.5

.7

8.0

2.1
4.7
1.5

3.8
16.9

.7
6.8

.2

G-E

F-M

P-U

66.4
76.8
66.3
28.9
86.2
84.0
62.5
62.5
37.4
60.0

19.6
10.7
9.0
71.7
3.2
16.0
27.5

14.0
12.5
24.7

Total
Units

50.0
24.0

10.0
37.5
12.5
16.0

1091
56
89
45
94
25
80
8
8
25

66.7

19.6

13.7

1521

68.4
76.9
95.9
46.4
69.0
25.0
100.0
100.0

13.2
7.7
2.7
46.4
9.2
37.5

18.4
15.4
1.4
7.1
21.8
37.5

136
26
74
28
87
8
8
8

73.3

12.3

14.4

375

60.4
64.7
73.7
90.1
76.7
72.3

15.1
11.7
18.4
3.5
5.4
20.0

24.5
23.6
7.9
6.4
17.8
7.7

106
592
76
141
73
65

10.6

Table 3 - Continued
Nationality/
Father's Nationality
Scots/Scots
Swiss/Swiss
Danish/Danish
Italian/Italian
Belgian/Belgian

71.4
33.3

UND
28.6
100.0
50.0
100.0
33.3

R

8.3

SR

HS

SS

M

8.3

66.7

Nearly Level
Undulating
Rolling
Strongly Rolling
Hilly and Steep
Steeply Sloping
Marsh or Slough

G-E

F-M

60.7
100.0
83.3
100.0
66.7

39.3
8.3
33.3

P-U

8.3

28
4
12
4
3

OUT

(NL)
(UND)
(R)
(SR)
(HS)
(SS)
(M)

NL

Total
Units

(G-E) Good to Excellent for grain production
(F-M) Fair to Medium for grain production
(P-U) Poor to Unsuitable for grain production

i

Table 4
Land Claims by Composite Groups
Descending Order of G-E Lands
Nationality

NL

UND

R

SR

HS

SS

F-M

P-U

2.1

73.3

12.3

14.4

375

72.3

16.9

10.8

166

71.1

14.3

14.6

329

69.7

12.1

18.1

1104

69.7

18.2

12.1

33

29.1

2.7

All British Isles Born

47.0

45.8

4.2

3.0

American Born of Foreign
Parents Except Canadian

60.2

31.3

3.6

3.6

All Foreign Born Except Canadian

44.0

38.5

5.4

American & Canadian Born of
German Parents

39.4

54.5

6.1

American & Canadian Born of
British Isles Parents

62.4

29.6

3.5

All American Born

65.2

25.2

5.5

.4

American Born of American Parents

66.9

23.7

5.2

All Scandinavian Born

41.3

35.4

6.1

American & Canadian Born of
Scandinavian Parents

61.8

22.7

5.2

German & Swiss Born

46.4

38.2

5.5

(NL) Nearly Level
(UND) Undulating
Rolling
(R)

(SR)
(HS)
(SS)

Strongly Rolling
Hilly and Steep
Steeply Sloping

1.2

9.9

1.3

4.0

.4

69.0

15.9

15.0

226

.5

2.6

.5

66.7

19.6

13.7

1521

.5

.7

2.5

.4

66.4

19.6

14.0

1091

.9

1.3

14.7

.1

66.0

12.4

21.6

680

10.3

63.9

12.4

23.7

97

3.6

61.8

14.5

23.6

110

1.8

4.5

(M) Marsh or Slough

(G-E) Good to Excellent
(F-M) Fair to Medium
(P-U) Poor to Unsuitable
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65.6

.8

Total
Units

G-E

All Canadian Born

.5

M

in the study samples.

The peculiar feature of this anomaly

is that all persons involved were born in the United States
or Canada, and the settlers as a whole from those two
nations strongly favored lands of good to excellent soil
suitability as well as gentle topography.
The pattern that emerges from the statistics about
choice of land indicates that the degree of assimilation of
settlers into the economy of the United States and Canada
was less a factor in determining the exploitive strategy
of the settlers than in determining the topography in which
they would settle.

Table 4 groups the settl ers into regions

of origin or parentage, and ranks the groups according to
percentage of chosen lands that were especially well suited
for extensive cash crop economy.

Table 5 presents the

same groupings of settlers in descending order of the per
centage of lands with a nearly level topography, and Table
6 exhibits in descending order the percentages of land
chosen by the groups that would normally be unfit for ex
tensive crop exploitation because of topography.
Members of the largest of the settlement groups, persons
born in the United States of United States native fathers,
on the average chose relatively little land that was of good
to excellent suitability as cropland, and also chose rela
tively little, land with topographies which would normally
be unfit for extensive crop production.

The same group led

all other groups in choosing lands with nearly level topo
graphy, and shared with the "All U.S

Born" group the

Table 5
TOPOGRAPHIC CHOISES BY COHFCSITE GROUPS
Group

7, Of Nearly Level Lands

American Born of American Parents
All Canadian Born
All American Born
American 6c Canadian Born of
British Isles Parents
American 6c Canadian Born of
Scandinavian Parents
American Born of Foreign Parents
Except Canadian
All British Isles Born
All German and Swiss Born

66.97*
65.67,

47.07,
46.47,

All Foreign Born ExceptCanadian
All Scandinavian Born
American 6c Canadian Born of

44.07,
41.37,
39.47,

65.27,
62.47,
61.87,

60.27,

German and Swiss Parents*

Table 6
Percentage of Lands with Topographies
Unfit for Extensive Crop Production
Group

Percent

17.07,
12.07,
10.37,

All Scandinavian Born
All Foreign Born Except Canadian
American 6c Canadian Born of
Scandinavian Parents
All German and Swiss Born
American Born of Foreign Parents
Except Canadian

9.97,
4.87,

American &. Canadian Born of
British Isles Parents

4.47,

American Born of American Parents
All American Born
All British Isles Born
All Canadian Born
American 6c Canadian Born of
German and Swiss Parents*

4.17,
4.07,
3.07,
3.67,

*Sample is likely too small to be meaningful.
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strongest tendency to choose lands of medium soil suitability.
The choice by this group of large amounts of lands that were
not particularly well suited for either subsistence or ex
tensive cash crop exploitation appears to have been a result
of a preference for location that had little direct connec
tion with agricultural exploitation strategies.

The dominant

factor in this pattern seems to have been proximity to rail
roads; this group let all of the major groups in proximity
of settlement sites to nearest railroads.
Canadian-born settlers ranked highest in choosing lands
of good to excellent soil suitability, and were second in
choosing lands with nearly level topography.

The eighth-

place ranking of this group in proximity to railroads and
a tenth-place ranking in lands of unsuitable topography
indicate a strong commitment to extensive crop exploitation
and a relatively weak interest in land speculation.

A

slightly less pronounced pattern emerges for all persons
born in the British Isles, except this group settled some
what closer to the rail lines.
Groups that chose the lowest percentage of lands of
good to excellent soil suitability were the German and
Swiss, followed by persons born in the Scandinavian
countries and persons born in the United States to Scandi
navian-born fathers.

These three groups also ranked highest

in lands of poor to unsuitable soil suitability.

German

and Swiss born settlers ranked relatively low in nearly
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level lands and relatively high in lands with topography
unfit for extensive crop exploitation, as might be expected.
However, this group ranked very high in proximity to rail
lines, second only to American born settlers of German
fathers.

These two groups together comprise only 143 of

the 3,000 units of the study sample and, therefore, may not
be a reliable representation of ethnic or other preferences.
Settlement locations of German and Swiss stock were
spread thinly throughout the study area, and two small con
centrations near the railroads likely overly influenced the
statistics on proximity to rail lines.

Secondary evidence

indicates that at least one settler of German stock who led
a group settlement was more influenced in his choice of
location by environmental factors than by proximity to a
railroad.

Michael Gutting had spent a total of ten years

in the United States before settling on the south side of
Stump Lake, where "the timber of the place attracted him as
a settler of that locality."^/
Settlers of Scandinavian birth chose a very low rela
tive percentage of nearly level lands and led all groups
in settling lands with topography unfit for extensive crop
exploitation.

Settlers born in the United States of Scan

dinavian fathers followed the same pattern, except that
this group chose a larger percentage of nearly level lands.
Scandinavian stock settlers also comprised the two groups
37

"Michael Gutting," Compendium of History and Biography of
North Dakota (Chicago: Geroge A. Ogfe"^ 1300), p. T 3TTT
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vho settled the largest average distance from rail lines,
indicating that these two groups may have been the least
interested in land speculation and the most, interested in
subsistence or diversified exploitation.

Surprisingly,

the American-bcrn settlers of Scandinavian stock far
exceeded the Scandinavian-born settlers in average distance
from railroads.
One effect of assimilation of ethnic gourps into the
American economy is most clearly illustrated in Table 5.
The list of groups may be easily divided in two according
to the percentage of nearly level lands claimed by each
group.

All groups of settlers born in the United States

or Canada, regardless of their ethnic stock, claimed between
60 and 67 percent of nearly level lands.

All foreign-born

groups, however, claimed only between 41 and 47 percent of
the nearly level land.

The last group on the list, repre

sents only one percent of study lands and may not be re
liable as an indicator of group preferences.
A second effect of assimilation is illustrated in the
average distance of settlement, sites from the railroads in
Table 7.

With the exception of the American-born Scandi

navians noted above, American-born settlers claimed lands
closer to railroads than did foreign-born persons of the
same ethnic or national stock.

Thus, American-born Germans

were more proximate to railroads than were German-born
settlers.

United States-born settlers of United States

fathers were most pioximite to the rail lines than were all
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Table 7
Average Distance From Railroads Of
Composite Group Settlements
Rank

Group

Miles

1

American and Canadian Born of German
or Swiss Parents*

4.08

2

German or Swiss Born

6.7 6

3

American Born of American Parents

6.89

4

All American Born

7.21

5

British Isles Born

7.93

6

American and Canadian Born of
British Isles Parents

7.94

7

American Born of Foreign Parents
Except Canadian

8

All Canadian Born

8.48

9

All Foreign Born Except Canadian

9.90

-i

n
/•
C . ID

10

Scandinavian Born (Swedish, Danish,
Norweigian)

10.19

11

American and Canadian Born of
Scandinavian Parents

14.32

*Sample may be too small to be representative.
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United States born, all United States born of foreign
parents, all Canadian born, and all foreign born, in that
order.

The British Isles had had at least as much experience

with the economic effects of railroads by 1875 as had the.
United States, and there was virtually no difference in
proximity to railroads between American and foreign-born
persons of British Isles stock in the study group.

The

relatively high average distance of Canadian-born settlers
might be in part explained by a lack of experience in Canada
of the effects of railroads on a frontier economy; the
Canadian Pacific Railway would not reach what are now the
Prairie Provinces until the early 1880's.
The relatively strong statistical inclination of
Scandinavian stock, and especially Norwegian stock, to settle
lands better suited for diversified or subsistence exploits
tion than for extensive crop production was probably most
related to the large settlement of Norweigians in the south
eastern corner of the study area at a time before railroads
had penetrated the area.

Aside from this settlement con

centration, Scandinavian stock settlers showed no special
pattern of choosing either crop-unsuitable lands or lands
distant from the rail lines.

The early Norweigian settle

ment in the Sheyenne River Valley was the most cohesive
ethnic group settlement, and apparently was also the group
settlement that most retained its traditional exploitation
practices.

The settlement was established amid a particu

larly humid trend in the area's climate, in which the
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drought risk to upland extensive crop production would not
have been evident.

The average annual precipitation for the

years 1877 through 1881 was 20.17 inches, probably sufficient
moisture to support a dominent tall grass natural ground
cover and certainly sufficient to support an extensive dryfarming exploitation.

38

Secondary documentation indicates that the choice of
location for this early settlement was based at least in
part on an aesthetic preference for territory with high
topographic relief.

In 1910 the promotional North Dakota

Magazine discussed the settlement of Eddy County as follows:
In filing homesteads here twenty-five
years ago, Americans and Germans generally
selected the level lands, while the
Scandinavians, for the most part, choose
the more rolling prairies and beautiful
little valleys in the northern and eastern
part of the county, thus keeping within
the environment of their native surround
ings . For it was away over in the old
home across the waters that the hills and
valleys held memories most dear to them;
and coming to Eddy County, where at that
time land was free for the asking, they
naturally sought that which most resembled
their old home surroundings.39
The same aesthetic appeal may have influenced Americanborn settlers to locate along the wooded lakes in the
northern part of the study area, hut the foregoing statistics

'John P. Finley, Certain Climatic Features of the Two
Dakotas (Washington : If.S . Government 'TrThtxhe Office.' 1893')
p. 5 T .
39

"North Dakota Yearbook", North Dakota Magazine, V o l . IV,
No. 1 (Bismarck: N.D. Commissioner oT~Agriculture and Labor.
1910) , p. 73.
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indicate that the primary interests of American-born si ctlers
were in claiming land that was both topographically level
and close to a railroad and, therefore, amenable to townsite
speculation, land speculation, or extensive crop exploita
tion.

In relation to other settlement groups, Americans did

not choose more land with soils particularly suited to either
extensive crop production or intensive subsistence and di
versified exploitation.

CHAPTER V
Conclusion
The modern permanent settlement of the Devils Lake
region began in 1867 with the establishment of the Devils
Lake Sicux Reservation, and continued after 1880 with
establishment of initial Euro-American settlements.

The

settlers entered an area which had few resources to support
non-agricultural exploitation and which held distinct en
vironmental risks for an agriculturally-based economy.

The

lands were generally flat and treeless, and the climate was
usually semi-arid to sub-himid, but variations in the land
scape allowed a degree of choice to the settlers about how
they would exploit the new territory.
The area lay just to the west of the 98th Meridian,
the arbitrary line at which the Great Plains have been said
to begin to influence the economic, social, and legal insti
tutions of the settlement population.

Beyond this line,

said Walter Prescott Webb and other historians, settlers
with few financial means applied, humid-area exploitation
practices to a semi-arid landscape and failed to establish
a viable economy.

The history of initial settlement in the

Devils Lake region indicates that some popular concepts of
the Great Plains settler and his motives may not be correct,
and that the factors influencing choices of exploitive
strategies and lands are far more complex than Webb ar.d
other historians have allowed.
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The present study cannot address the influences of the
Great Plains environment on the development of institutions
within the settlement society, nor can it address the rela
tive correctness of the differing exploitive strategies of
the settlers in terms of survival or failure of the settle
ment units, except for Indian settlements.

The initial

settlement patterns of the Devils Lake region do, however,
allow reflection on the premises or generalizations that
Great Plains settlers entered a totally alien environment
and they transplanted a single exploitive strategy which was
a humid-area institution.
The contention that Euro-American settlers entering the
Great Plains encountered an environment more hostile than
the environments they had left is supported by two factors
of the Devils Lake experience.

None of the 661 setters of

the study group originated in a region more arid than the
Devils Lake region, and all came from regions that were
heavily wooded before being cleared by man.

Most of the

settlers, however, would have been familiar with severe
winters and short growing seasons, since most of them ori
ginated in the northern states of the United States or in
Canada, Norway, Sweden or the British Isles.

Although it is

not known how many of the Euro-American settlers had been
engaged in agricultural pursuits prior to emigrating to the
study area, it can be assumed that most were to some extent
familiar with drought conditions which occur occasionally
nearly everywhere in North American and Europe.

The initial reaction of the Euro-Alterlean settlers to
the new environment was to choose settlement locations, and
because various land forms and soils were available, it can
be assumed that the settlement locations indicated intended
exploitive strategies.

The overwhelming choice of the

total sample group was lands that typically had no timber,
no streams or other fresh ground water, and had nearly level
to rolling topographies.

Thus, 92.1 percent of all lands

chosen by the sample group had topographies especially
suitable for extensive cash-crop cereal grain agriculture,
and 84.6 percent of all chosen lands and soil types that
were from medium to excellent suitability for cereal crop
production.

Clearly, the intent of most of the initial

Euro-American settlers was to exploit areas suitable for
extensive cash-crop export production, rather than intensive
subsistence production.
A number of those persons in the sample group did settle
lands normally unfit for extensive crop exploitation. Be
cause a subsistence or diversified exploitation would require
fresh surface water, some timber, and relative small tillage
tracts, it may be assumed that persons who chose lands con
taining these features were more interested in subsistence
or diversified exploitation than in extensive export agri
culture.

The model of a small unit subsistence farmer fits

very well the popular image of the sturdy pioneer emerging
from the forests of the eastern states bent on conquering
the new environment.

However, the wide majority of the study
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group who settled lands best suited for diversified or sub
sistence exploitation were not veteran American frontiers
men, but recent immigrants from Norway and their Americanborn sons.

A,lthough the early date of the Norwegian settle

ment along the Sheyenne River may have influenced the choice
of territories to some extent, it appears that the Norweigian
settlers were far more interested in transplanting a humidarea exploitation than were native-born American settlers.
Of all nations of settlers' origins, Norway may have been
least like the United States in land, laws, industrializa
tion, and frontier economic experience in 1880.
American-born settlers also vrere not outstanding among
the settlement group in choosing lands with excellent soil
suitability for cereal crop production.

The United States-

born settlers of United States-born parents, who might be
expected to have been most knowledgeable about the environ
ment and economy of the United States, were eighth of eleven
settlement groups in choosing good to excellent soils for
crop production.

This same group, however,

led all groups

in settling nearly level lands.
The paradox of this situation can be explained to some
extent by the influence of railroads.

American-born settlers

of American fathers led all major settlement groups in aver
age proximity to railroads and were on the average over
twice as close to rail lines as the most distant group.
This relationship may further indicate that aculturated or
assimilated United States settlers were strongly interested
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in an export economy which the railroads would facilitate.
The attraction of United States settlers to lands near Lhe
railroad seems, however, to have been motivated to some ex
tent by factors other the

agricultural exploitation, includ

ing wholesale land speculation.

Perhaps only acculturated

frontiersmen from the United States knew the appreciation
affect of railroads on adjacent territory, but at any rate
the relationship between commitment to an extensive cashcrop economy and proximity to railroads did not carry
through to other groups.

Settlers born in Canada led all

groups in choosing lands with soils especially well suited
to cereal crop production, but were eighth of the eleven
groups in proximity to railroads.
The motivations and circumstances surrounding the ini
tial settlement patterns on the Devils Lake Sioux Reserva
tion may help place the Euro-American patterns in proper
context.

The Indian settlers had for several generations

practiced a large-group mobile adaptive strategy in the
region and were fully acquainted with the environment.

By

the time the reservation was established in 1867, however,
the principal subsistence resource of the traditional
strategy had been largely eliminated from the eastern plains
and that strategy was no longer viable.
The Indians initially settled in small groups according
to band or family association.

The settlement: concentra

tions were located in areas with timber, fresh ground water,
and relatively high topographical relief, where protection,
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fuel, and game animals would have been most abundant.

After

a period of extreme want and starvation, the settlers began
to farm many small plats in common to raise the traditional
crops of corn, beans, pumpkins, and squash.

On the en

couragement of the Indian agent, turnips, potatoes, cabbage,
and other vegetables were also grown.

The settlers met

with good success in their adopted or resurrected subsis
tence exploitation.

By 1884 the population had become self-

sufficient in food and had proven that subsistence agricul
ture was a viable alternative as an exploitive strategy in
the region.
Communal settlement and subsistence gardening did not
easily coincide with the assimilation policies of the fed:
eral Indian administration, however, even though the Devils
Lake Reservation had been specifically located because of
the region's resources for subsistence exploitation.

As

early as 1871 the resident agent introduced wheat as a crop
on the reservation.

Although the grain was originally in

tended as another subsistence crop, the agents soon began
to encourage extensive wheat production and a cash-crop
economy.

By 1884 wheat acreage outstripped all other crops

and by 1892 virtually no corn was being grown.

Indian

agents assured the growth of wheat acreage by issuing animals
and machinery to those settlers who continued to plant wheat
or oats.

In the late 1880's and early 1890's a series of

environmental setbacks destroyed the wheat crops and left
destitute the Indian settlers who had abandoned subsistence
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farming for a cash-crop exploitation.

Without reserves of

credit or even territory, the Indian wheat farms failed like
many Euro-American operations of the same period.
The apparent overwhelming commitment by Euro-Americans
to extensive export exploitation and the willingness of the
environmentally-aware Indian settlers to adopt that exploi
tive strategy bring into question the supposed humid-area
basis of the Great Plains settlement.

The stereotypical

small unit subsistence economy was transplanted into the
study area portion of the Great Plains, but it was notice
ably practiced not by the veteran American frontiersman, but
by the two groups in the study sample who were probably the
most unfamiliar with the history of humid-area exploitation
in the United States.

Recent Norwegian immigrants and

Indians were both separated from the mainstream of the
American settlement experience by language and traditional
property relationships.

There is also some question if the

communal subsistence exploitation practiced by the Indian
settlers in the early years of settlement had a direct
relationship or origin in humid-area practices,

since

several plains aboriginal groups had subsisted themselves
for many generations largely by horticultural exploitation.
The lesson that, remains from the Indians' experiences
is that subsistence exploitation was a viable alternative
for even large groups entering the plains environment,

if

those groups were willing to act in communal cooperation
and divorce themselves from the industrialized and
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capitalistic society of the nation.

The Mormon followers of

Brigham Young exhibited this lesson more d ramaticallv in the
hugely successful settlement in the arid d eserts of Utah,
In both instances the communal social and economic organization was foreign to the established Americ n pattern of
individual independence and private enterprise, and in both
instances the element of isolation from th|e general American
society seems to have been complimentary i f not crucial to
the success of the venture.
The assumption that small-unit subsis fence agriculture
was the dominant exploitation pattern of the more humid
areas of the United States has been challenged, and it now
appears that exploitive strategy was a pos :-frontier phenomenon rather than a major institution of t le initial settlement.

Fred Shannon, in his early critique of Webb's Great

Plains thesis, showed fairly conclusively that, a large-scale
exportation economy based on range cattle production

had

been present on several frontiers throughout the history of
American humid-area settlement.^

More recently,

Phillip Tideman has conclusively shown that

historian

extensive

crop

production of wheat was a feature of the frontier settlement
area during the entire period of migration of the frontier
area from western New York to the Great PI ains.

Tideman has

demonstrated that an export economy based 4>n wheat occurred

■*"Fred B. Shannon, "An Appraisal of Walter Prescott Webb's
The Great Plains: A Study in Institutions and Environment",
Critiquec of Research in the Social Seciencjes III (New York:
Social Science ResearcTT Council, 1940) , pn T T 0 5 .

wherever extensive and cheap territories could be obtained
and that the wheat crop exploitation ceased to be the domi
nant economic feature of an area as the lands appreciated in
value and were divided into smaller units to provide for a
denser settlement population.

2

Wheat and range cattle were export items which were
largely produced for the use of industrial workers and urban
dwellers whever a demand existed.

Expansion of demand meant

higher returns for the production of these items, and so in
times of economic growth and industrial expansion the wheat
fr ontier--the settlement fnon to o r - -extended into new terriW J . i -W . i -

tories.

J

During periods of economic stagnation or depression,

the settlement line ceased to move westward, and in some
times of severe depression, the settlement line actually
retreated.

The ebb and flow of the frontier line would seem

to refute the concept of the frontier as a safety valve, a
place where excess poor laborers from the East could estab
lish themselves in agriculture.

Periods of industrial

stagnation and consequent unemployment should have been
periods of frontier expansion by destitute workers, either
American-born or immigrant, according to the safety valve
concept.
The initial Euro-American settlement patterns examined
in Chapter IV argue against the typical land settler having

“
"Phillip L. Tideman, "Wheat on the Northern Agricultural
Frontier, 1340-1920", (Ph.D thesis, University of Nebraska,
1967), pp. 143-205.

been destitute.

The overwhelming number of original, land

transactions were either outright cash sales or commuted
homesteads and pre-emptions, and only a small percentage of
homesteads or Timber Culture Act claims ever came to final
proof in the study area.

The cost of commuting a 160-acre

homestead or purchasing a pre-emption would have been $2 0 0 ,
plus costs of filing fees, living expenses for three years,
and improvements to the property; outright purchase of the
land would have cost $200.

the

were probably
sufficiency by

the

The most destitute settlers

Indians, who brought themselves to selfuncommon method of communal intensive

farming.
The vacancy and lack of improvements of many claims,
in some instances a majority of the claims in a township,
by

1885

also indicates

that

many Euro-American land claimant

had no intention of permanent settlement on the lani.

The

land was an investment made with the knowledge that it would
appreciate significantly in value as the frontier passed
westward, not a permanent home from which a livelihood must
be made.

The tradition of the wheat frontier in general,

and the "bonanza" farms of North Dakota and Iowa in particu
lar, had demonstrated the potential for profits to be made
on the land itself, especially if it were suitable for wheat
production.

General Land Office Commissioner Jared Sparks

could have been speaking of the Devils Lake area when he
complained in his 1885 Annual Report that:

Settlements, as
rule, no longer precede
entries as originally contemplated: they
do not follow entries mace for settlement,
but for speculation.3
In a sense, Walter Prescott Webb was correct when he
stated that the settlement of the Great Plains was largely
the transplantation of non-plains methods of exploitation.
Those methods, however, had little to do with humidity and
even less to do with subsistence agriculture, if the initial
settlement of the Devils Lake area is an indicator.

What

was transplanted was a capitalistic export-exploitive wheat
tradition and capitalistic land speculation.

The question

was not whether the land could absolutely support the rela
tively dense population of the initial settlement period;
the question was whether the land could support the popula
tion within the industrial, capitalistic economy of the
United States in the 1880' s and later.
The distinction is important in interpreting both the
causes and the effects of the initial settlement patterns
of the Devils Lake region.

The two most visible facilita

tors of capitalistic settlement, nearly level land and the
presence of a railroad, appear to have influenced Americanborn settlers far more significantly in the choice of
settlement locations than these same factors influenced
immigrant settlers from equally humid lands of origin.

The

3
U.S. Department, of the Interior, General Land Office, Annual
Report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office to the
Secretary of the Interior for the Fiscal Year Ending TO June,
1884, Serial No. 2378, p. 220.
" “
~
.
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suitability for wheat production of flat lands near rail
roads made these lands appropriate choices for settlers
with an intended or traditional export exploitation strategy.
The adjustments in unit size that occurred after the initial
settlement period as a result of environmental factors were
not a rejection of humid-area practices, but a rejection of
a more intensive capitalistic export exploitation.
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